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INTRODUCTION
This Cultural Landscape Inventory was prepared by the National Park Service for Washington
State Parks and Recreation Commission, under a Memorandum of Agreement. The project was
initiated in March, 2006 and completed in August 2006. The purpose of the project was to
provide Washington State Parks with baseline information about the potential cultural landscape
resources of Saint Edward State Park, and general treatment guidelines. The Saint Edward
seminary building was listed on the State Register in the 1980s, and was recognized as a cultural
resource. The Saint Edward Seminary landscape had not been evaluated, however, and its
significance and integrity was undetermined before preparation of the Cultural Landscape
Inventory (CLI).
Historical research for this CLI was performed to prepare the Statement of Significance and the
Physical History using several repositories including the Archives of the Archdiocese of Seattle,
the University of Washington Special Collections, the Washington State Historical Society
Archives, the Archives of the Kenmore, Bothell and Kirkland Historical Societies, and the Saint
Edward State Park records. In addition, historical information was provided by former
seminarians and faculty of the Saint Edward Seminary, and park staff. Historical research
materials included historic maps, drawings, photographs, correspondence, personal journals,
seminary reports, yearbooks and unpublished and published manuscripts.
Field work was performed to record the existing conditions of the landscape on maps and by
digital photography. The historic and existing conditions data were then analyzed and evaluated
to determine whether the landscape retained integrity and was eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places. As a result, numerous landscape characteristics (historic patterns still
extant in the landscape) were identified, along with many associated historic features. The
landscape was found to retain integrity as a cultural landscape, and is recommended for listing
on the National Register as the Saint Edward Seminary Historic District. Its significance is
associated with the event of the early expansion of the Catholic Church into the Pacific
Northwest and for its design, as a distinctive property laid out by a master designer.
.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Saint Edward Seminary is located on the northeast shore of Lake Washington, in Kenmore,
Washington within the Greater Seattle metropolitan area. The 75 year-old seminary is a 316-acre
cultural landscape containing a core developed area with seminary buildings, a great lawn, a
sports field and intimate niche spaces, served by a formal entry drive and paths. This core
developed area is surrounded by a mixed forest with a shoreline to Lake Washington. The forest
and lakeshore are linked to the core developed area through a network of trails. The whole
cultural landscape was conceived as a unit by the Diocese of Seattle and their designer Seattle
architect John Graham to provide a suite of facilities to support the seminary mission. The
cultural landscape is therefore considered to be a designed historic landscape that still reflects
the original site plan in its overall layout of buildings, ornamental grounds, recreational,
ceremonial and utilitarian areas, and contemplative landscape spaces.
The St. Edward Seminary, located in Kenmore, is the landscape of the first successful Catholic
seminary institution in the Pacific Northwest, and is one of the earliest seminaries on the West
Coast of the United States. Its significance is associated with the event of the early expansion of
the Catholic Church into the Pacific Northwest and for its design, as a distinctive property laid
out by a master designer. The St. Edward Seminary landscape, coincident with the property
boundary of St. Edward State Park, is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic
Places under criterion A, in association with an event that has influenced the broad patterns of
American history, and under criterion C, for it distinctive method of construction or design
style, in association with a master designer. The level of significance for both criteria is at the
state level, and for significance in association with the event of the expansion of the Catholic
Church into the Pacific Northwest, significance may be on the national level. The period of
significance is from 1931 to 1955, corresponding to the time when the seminary was fully
developed and was operating at its peak capacity as the first accredited seminary university in the
United States, and is the period from which the majority of the landscape characteristics and
features date.
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The first Catholic seminary on the West Coast was St. Patrick’s Seminary in Menlo Park,
California. At the time of its construction in 1898, it was the first Catholic seminary west of the
Rocky Mountains. Designed by architect Charles Devin in an Eclectic Romanesque Revival
style, the building was severely damaged in the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake. The seminary
building was reconstructed between 1908 and 1918 by another architect, Frank Shea, with some
modifications to the original design. Today, St. Patrick’s remains the oldest continuously
operating seminary on the West Coast of the United Statesi.
While the earliest history of the Catholic Church in the Pacific Northwest shares a common link
with California to Spain, with a Franciscan priest sailing with the Spanish expedition of Heceta
and Bodega y Cuadra erected a cross in 1775 at Point Grenville north of Grays Harbor, the 19thcentury history of the Northwest Church is predominantly French-Canadian. The St. Edward
Seminary is tied to the seminal efforts of Bishop O’Dea, who rose through the French-Canadian
history of the Church. The French Canadian origins of the Church are influenced by the
Hudson’s Bay Company.
Fifty years after Point Grenville, Dr. John McLoughlin, the chief factor of the Hudson Bay
Company established a permanent Catholic presence in the Pacific Northwest, when he set up
company operations at Fort Vancouver on the Columbia River in 1824. The Quebec-born
McLoughlin recognized that many of the 151 traders and trappers he employed throughout the
Northwest were French-Canadian Catholics. He personally translated Scripture into French and
allowed a literate French-Canadian carpenter to teach catechism to Catholic children at the Fort.
In 1837, the Catholic community at Fort Vancouver wrote to their bishop in Montreal, Quebec
complaining that they had no ordained priests to minister the last rites. They begged the bishop
to send a priest. The bishop complied, and sent two. After traveling across Canada and down
the Columbia River, Father Francis Norbert Blanchet and Father Modeste Demers arrived at
Fort Vancouver on Nov. 24, 1838. Using Vancouver as their base, the two priests set out, and
established missions at Cowlitz, in the Willamette Valley and on Whidbey Island. Within the
first few months, they had performed 53 baptisms and 24 marriages.
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In 1843, the Vatican carved the “Apostolic Vicariate of Oregon” out of the Ecclesiastical
Province of Quebec. At the time, the province of Quebec covered 3 million square miles, larger
than the area of Europe, with a tiny Catholic population of 200,000. In 1846, the vicariate’s
status was elevated to “ecclesiastical province,” to include the area west of the Rocky Mountains
to the Pacific Ocean, south to the Mexican border, and north to the boundary with Russia and
the Arctic. Bishop Blanchet became the “archiepiscopal see” in Oregon City, and Bishop
Demers was assigned a diocese of Vancouver Island. Blanchet’s brother, Augustin Magliore was
assigned the diocese of Walla Walla. Oregon was the second Ecclesiastical Province established
in what is now the United States, and in 1846, contained merely 6,000 Catholics, of mostly
Native American, French Canadian and Métis originii.
The Ecclesiastical Province of Oregon was named by the Vatican contemporaneously with the
signing of the Oregon Treaty, a settlement of a boundary dispute between Great Britain and the
United States. The Oregon Treaty established the boundary between the U.S. and Great Britain
at the 49th parallel. Blanchet now had an Ecclesiastical Province with three bishops (including
himself) to maintain and expand the Catholic Church in the region, but his bishops were
French-Canadian, as was the church in the northwest at the time. The Church lost economic
and political support as well as population, when the Hudson’s Bay Company moved its
headquarters to Vancouver Island from Vancouver that same year. The Province was also
challenged by its crossing of international boundaries, and with different relationships between
church and state. The bishops were also challenged by the new Oregon Provisional
Government, which was overtly pro-protestant in orientation. Yet another challenge came from
independence as an ecclesiastical province from Quebec, coupled with political separation as a
result of the Oregon Treaty. These factors complicated the Pacific Northwest Catholic Church’s
relationship to its mother church of Quebec, a relationship in which geographic distance and
population scarcity had played a role from the beginning in the scant supply of ordained priests.
In response to the Oregon Treaty, Pope Pius IX established the Diocese of Nesqually in 1850,
to be based in Vancouver, Washington and to serve all of the lands west of the Cascade
Mountains. In 1896, Reverend Edward John O’Dea was ordained third Bishop of the new
diocese, after serving the Church in Oregon for 12 years. By that time, the diocese had grown to
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a population of 30,000 with 46 churches, however; O’Dea had fewer than 20 ordained priests
and extremely limited funds to grow the Church. O’Dea recognized that the population center
of the diocese was gravitating towards the Puget Sound rather than the Columbia River area, and
wrote to the Vatican requesting permission to relocate the diocese to Seattle. The Pope granted
permission, and in 1907, O’Dea was ordained as the first bishop of the Diocese of Seattle,
replacing the Diocese of Nesqually.iii
Up until this time, the Catholic Church of the Pacific Northwest had relied upon the seminary of
the Archdiocese of Quebec to supply priests, and to a lesser extent on the Sulpician seminaries
of St. Mary in Baltimore, Maryland and St. Patrick in Menlo Park, California. Benedictine
monks attempted to start a seminary at their monastery in Mt. Angel, Oregon in 1889, at the
time the second seminary on the West Coast. Within 3 years, however, the seminary was
destroyed by fire. After a period of dissolution, the Benedictines attempted to rebuild, but again,
the abbey and seminary were burned in 1926. The current Mt. Angel Seminary dates from
rebuilding efforts that began in 1932. At the turn of the 20th-century century, the Church’s
growth had spiked due to western migration and settlement, and the population explosion
caused by the Klondike Gold rush of 1897-98. A shortage of priests had become a chronic
limiting factor in the development of the Church. The construction of a seminary for the Pacific
Northwest had become a primary goal for Bishop O’Deaiv.
With the support of the pope and the bishops of the Northwest Province, O’Dea worked for
the next 24 years to realize the construction of a seminary. Despite the need for a cathedral in
Seattle, and churches, schools and hospitals throughout the diocese, O’Dea worked relentlessly
to raise funds for a seminary. He sought to find a suitable site in the area that would be serene
and isolated, but near water. His attention was brought to the so-called “Deer Park” property
on the northeast shore of Lake Washington. In 1925, O’Dea sent a local landscape architect and
members of the diocese to inspect the site, while he traveled to Rome to meet with Pope Pius
XI. Among the pope’s questions for O’Dea were inquiries after his progress on the
development of a seminary for the Northwest Province.v O’Dea returned from Rome and
traveled to Deer Park. According to Reverend Thomas Woods, author of A History of Saint
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Edward’s Seminary, “The Bishop mounted a large stump and was able to see the waters of Lake
Washington 300 feet below. ‘This is it,’ he told the others.vi”
O’Dea purchased the 366-acre forested lake-front property over the next four years with his
own personal inheritance and donated the property to the diocese. In the tradition of St. Mary’s
in Baltimore, the first Catholic seminary in the United States and St. Patrick’s in Menlo Park,
O’Dea’s new seminary would be operated by the Sulpician Fathers, according to an agreement
reached by the bishops of the Northwest Province, in 1917. The Sulpicians, of the Society of St.
Sulpice, are an order of diocesan priests who serve as seminary instructors. O’Dea raised
$100,000 in lay-donations for the seminary building and the diocese borrowed another $200,000
in loans, despite the onset of the Great Depression. In 1930, O’Dea recruited Seattle architect
John Graham to design the seminary building and site plan, and the development of the
seminary building and site moved ahead. The seminary would be named for St. Edward, patron
saint of Bishop Edward O’Dea.
John Graham’s successful reputation as a skilled architect stemmed from his work on the 1909
Alaska-Yukon Exposition, and from his role as supervising architect for Ford Motor Company.
However, Graham’s association with the diocese as a designer had begun fifteen years earlier,
when he was recruited to rebuild the roof of St. James Cathedral after a snowstorm tore it down.
Graham had continued to make his mark on downtown Seattle, where his Art Deco skyscrapers
were among the first to lend Seattle its impressive skyline and distinctive character. Many of his
high-rise buildings are still in existence today, including the Frederick & Nelson Building, an
exquisite department store, and the Dexter Horton Building and the Exchange Building, both
Art Deco office buildingsvii. Like many of his contemporaries in design, Graham believed that
“form follows function,” using structural steel or concrete to achieve functional proportions on
large-scale projects, then decorating the exterior as appropriate with a veneer of terra-cotta, brick
or decorative concrete. Graham’s Art Deco buildings had classical proportions and often
incorporated classical details, reminiscent of ancient Greek or Roman designs.
In association with the firm of Schack, Young & Myers, Graham assisted in designing apartment
complexes and homes in Seattle, and many of the buildings for the 1909 Alaska-Yukon
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Exposition on what would become the University of Washington campus. Graham went on to
design Model T assembly plants for the Ford Motor Company. As supervising architect from
1914 until 1918, Graham designed several Ford manufacturing plants across the country,
including one located in the Cascade industrial district of Seattle, at the south end of Lake
Union. This brick, steel-frame building illustrates Graham’s nationwide work. The 1913 plant
provides substantial interior light through its extensive windows. These windows form the
primary exterior walls of the plant. Brick covers the structural elements only; and the building is
quintessentially functional.
Echoes of Graham’s experience with industrial architecture are reflected in his approach to the
design of the St. Edward seminary building. Heavy outer walls of poured concrete, veneered in
brick, and large massings of windows provided a highly functional and well illuminated interior,
with a restrained level of ornamentation. The overall ecclesiastical form of the building design
has been called Lombardy Romanesque, evident in the bell tower, the red-tile pitched roof, the
arched entrance doors, windows and alcoves, and in the restrained ornamental concrete details.
On the interior, the Romanesque is evident in vaulted arch corridors, decorative iron light
fixtures and stair railings. Graham’s design drew from the Catholic Church’s tradition of Roman
ecclesiastical architecture and combined the Lombardy influence in the groined vaulting of heavy
proportions with classical decorative elements.
Graham worked with the Diocese of Seattle to design a site plan for the seminary that fulfilled
all of its functional requirements, while creating a serene environment. Graham sited the
seminary building on the highest point of the property’s topography, affording spectacular views
out over Lake Washington. Graham created a large clearing for a great lawn on the west or lakeview side of the building, and established the west façade as the terminus of the entrance
driveway. Graham used a logging road that penetrated the property from the east as the
beginning of the entrance driveway, and aligned the driveway in a grand sweep around the great
lawn to achieve an impressive arrival sequence. Graham prescribed formal plantings and
rectilinear concrete paths adjacent to the building and a circle turnaround with an interior
mound at the end of the entrance driveway. These features were intended to emphasize the
grandeur of the building. Graham also laid out an area for a ball field on the great lawn, a
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football field along the entrance driveway east of the main building, and ball courts immediately
east of the building near the utility areas. The site plan identified these dominant spaces to be
carved out of the forest, and graded them as level terraces with uniform grassy slopes as
transitions. The overall effect was of a well-ordered institutional landscape with restrained
ornamentation, in which recreational spaces were emphasized. The whole landscape was
dominated by the countenance of the seminary building, but draped in the serene mantle of the
forest. In concentrating facilities in a core developed area, the forest was left as a largely
unbroken, encircling buffer.
The 1931 St. Edward Seminary dedication ceremony was a highly significant event in the history
of the Pacific Northwest Catholic Church. It was the largest gathering of high ranking clergy
members ever assembled in Seattle until that time. The event was attended by the Governor of
Washington, the Mayor of Seattle, the Commandant of the Naval District, and one hundred
priests. A highlight of the ceremony was the reading of a cable from the Vatican, extending a
blessing from the pope by Cardinal Pacelli, the apostolic delegate. The blessing was granted to
the seminary, its founders and its benefactors, the Cardinal, the Archbishop of Portland, Bishop
O’Dea, the other bishops, the Sulpician Fathers and the 5000 community members who
witnessed the ceremony.viii
St. Edward grew from a six-year “minor” seminary into a twelve-year “major” seminary in 1935.
It became the first fully accredited seminary in the United States when it became affiliated with
the Catholic University of America and was accredited by the Board of Education of the State of
Washington. As the economic fortunes of the diocese increased after the Great Depression and
World War II, a gymnasium was built beside the seminary building, in keeping with its
Romanesque architecture. A further level of refinement to the landscape was created when
small garden rooms were carved out of the dominant clearing by faculty, students and nuns. A
stone grotto was installed in the southwest area of the great lawn, overlooking Lake Washington,
and an apple orchard was planted in another garden room nearby. A gravesite area was carved
out of the forest for the internment of deceased priests who taught at the seminary, and the
nun’s created an ornamental garden near their annex of the seminary building. Handball courts
and tennis courts were installed in the 1940s. With these additions and refinements, the
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landscape reached a state of maturity in the mid 1950s, as the seminary reached its peak
operating capacity. By this time, St Edward had developed an excellent academic education.
Among the more renowned graduates of St. Edward are Raymond Hunthausen, former
Archbishop of Seattle and Michael Murphy, current Treasurer of the State of Washington. In
response to burgeoning enrollment and the success of the school, the diocese added a second
seminary in the vicinity. Like St. Edward, St. Thomas Seminary was built within cleared
woodland approximately one quarter mile to the southeast of St. Edward. Opened in 1958, St.
Thomas was designed to house and educate the major seminarians at the college grade levels,
and from then on, St. Edward served as a minor seminary, serving the equivalent of high school.
After a period of relative stability of the St. Edward landscape through the 1960s, the diocese
added a large swimming pool building to the immediate east of the seminary building, perhaps in
an attempt to boost student rolls. This early 1970s structure is distinct from the architectural
style of the seminary buildings built during the period of significance, and is considered to be an
incompatible, non-contributing structure. When St. Edward Seminary was closed in 1976 due to
declining enrollment, the 316-acre property was purchased by Washington Parks and Recreation
Commission to become St. Edward State Park. The outstanding fifty acres, the St. Thomas
property, remained under the ownership of the diocese until it was sold to Bastyr University in
2005. Washington State Parks has managed the property since 1977 with respect for the
landscape, while making some additions to support the change in use.
Since 1977, Washington State Parks has continued to maintain the formal landscape plantings,
recreational fields and great lawn areas of the landscape. In addition, the trail network, beach
area, and historic gymnasium-auditorium building have been well maintained, and the main
seminary building has been stabilized, though is largely unoccupied. The grotto area, nun’s
garden and orchard are still extant. Additions have included the installation of a children’s
playground at the edge of the great lawn, a comfort station near the playground and a parking
area near the swimming pool and gym. These additions are all incompatible with the historic
character of the core developed area of the cultural landscape, and are considered to be noncontributing features. However, the majority of the cultural landscape characteristics and
features remain unaltered: including the historic entrance driveway, the, great lawn, paths and
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trails, historic vegetation patterns and plantings, and the overall site plan or organization of
spaces. The cultural landscape retains integrity as the designed landscape of the first successful
seminary of the Catholic Church’s “Northwest Province.” It retains the feeling and association
of an isolated, ecclesiastical institutional landscape, draped in the serene backdrop of a forest and
Lake Washington. It is an excellent example of a designed seminary landscape of the Pacific
Northwest from the 1930s.
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PHYSICAL HISTORY
Pre-history to 1889
St. Edward State Park is located on the northeast shore of Lake Washington, within the
geologic area known as the Puget Lowland in Washington State. Around 15,000 years ago
glaciers receded from the area, leaving behind deep glacial deposits over sedimentary
bedrock, and a number of lakes. 1,100 years ago, a large earthquake shook the region
causing large portions of the land around Lake Washington to slip into the lake, creating
“sunken forests” of preserved old-growth trees.9
The tribes of the Puget Sound area are thought to have arrived in North America via the
land bridge that connected Siberia to Alaska 11,000 or 12,000 years ago. Some scientists now
postulate that boats could have carried the first inhabitants of the North American continent
from Asia. From Olympia to Anacortes, and from the Cascade crest to the Kitsap
Peninsula, native peoples were united by a common language known to its speakers as
Lushootseed or Whulshootseed. Local native peoples included the Suquamish, Duwamish,
Nisqually, Snoqualmie, and Muckleshoot (Ilalkoamish, Stuckamish, and Skopamish) tribes.10

Figure 1: Historic image of Duwamish West coast Canoe with traditional
long house in background, Cedar River, 1893.
Courtesy of University of Oregon Special Collections.
http://www.historylink.org/essays/printer_friendly/index.cfm?file_id=1506
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Two groups of native people that inhabited the area around Lake Washington were the
Snoqualmie and the Duwamish. The local landscape was a rich resource for the necessities
of human life. From the coniferous forest, such as that covering the lands to become St.
Edward Seminary, cedar bark provided cloth, baskets and building materials. Berries were
harvested from the higher elevations and dried for storage. The roots of bracken fern and
camas were exhumed from prairies, and mammals and birds were hunted for food and skins.
The mud flats and beaches around Lake Washington were a rich source of shellfish and
wapato, a starchy tuber. During the salmon runs, Snoqualmie and Duwamish community
members assisted in the harvesting and processing of the abundant fish for winter storage.
The Snoqualmie and Duwamish people lived and worked in cedar-shake cabins and long
houses with multiple families under one roof. Weaving, carving, sewing and mending
activities rendered these houses workshops as well as residences. The abundant drainages
into Lake Washington attracted communities of Hah-chu- ah bsh, or “Lake People.” Of the
people who used the lake for food, transportation and social life, members of the sub-group
Tahb-tahb-iuh lived in the Stal’Lal winter village at the location of present-day Kirkland.
Longhouses were built near the mouths of creeks where weirs were erected to capture fish.
Wild strawberries were harvested from the western slope of Rose Hill, and cranberries were
harvested near Totem Lake, which was a swampy bog. Twice a year, migrating birds would
stop at Lake Washington and provide native people with plentiful food supplies.11
In the 1830s, a smallpox plague killed nearly 80 percent of the Lake People. At this time, the
Stal’Lal village was said to have been abandoned.4 The number of Puget Sound native
people became increasingly diminished due to the introduction and spread of disease by
Euro-American settlers. Of the native people that survived, most were relocated to
reservations as a result of the 1855 Point Elliott Bay Treaty. The treaty, signed by native
peoples and Isaac Stevens, the Governor of Washington Territory, declared that for the sum
of $150,000, Indian territories would become the property of the U.S. Government. Native
peoples had one year to make their way to designated reservations. They were however,
granted the right to return and participate in the harvest of fish, roots and berries on their
accustomed grounds.
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The first Euro-American settlers to the area that would become the city of Seattle landed at
Alki Point (now West Seattle) in 1851. The first settlers soon relocated to present-day
Pioneer Square, and began to build the first city on Puget Sound. Spurred on by an influx of
prospectors during the Klondike Gold Rush of 1897-98, Seattle became a thriving port and
mercantile center. In order to ease the arduous transport of timber and mineral ore from
east of Lake Washington to the mills and port in Seattle, a ship canal was built between Lake
Washington and Puget Sound, via Lake Union and Salmon Bay. Between 1911 and 1916,
the fresh water of Lake Washington was linked to the saltwater of Puget Sound by a lock
and canal system, built by the Corps of Engineers. Upon completion of the canal system
and the opening of the Ballard Locks in 1916, the water level of Lake Washington was
lowered almost nine feet. This transformation further bolstered the decline of native
peoples, as the shore-growing wapato, a major staple of their diet, disappeared. Today, some
descendants of the Lake People still exist in the Duwamish and Snoqualmie tribes, and their
cultural traditions are actively perpetuated. In imprints on the landscape, the most
conspicuous remnants of ancient cultures are the prehistoric trails used by generations of
native peoples that are now the paths of major highways through the region and some of the
trails in St. Edward State Park.
Homesteading Era and Development of Bothell, Kirkland and Kenmore, 1890-1926
The Puget Sound was first surveyed by Europeans during expeditions in the late 18thcentury, followed by large-scale settlements of Euro-Americans in the mid 19th-century.
Salmon, timber and shellfish were three of the resources that settlers used to build a local
economy. The east side of the Puget Sound supplied large quantities of timber and timberrelated employment as logs were taken from the forest and floated down the area’s abundant
waterways to mills. After the land was cleared, farming began to replace logging as the
dominant land use in the late 19th-century.
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Figure 2: Historic photograph of fir log at Huron Mill Co., Bothell, 1890s.
Courtesy of MOHAI (Neg. SHS 1,039)
http://www.historylink.org/essays/output.cfm?file_id=4190

The land occupied by St. Edward State Park and formerly St. Edward Seminary, was logged
by early Euro-American settlers in the late 1800s. Stumps with springboard notches, a result
of logging practices, can still be found within the park’s second-growth forest. During the
late 19th-century, settlers established the towns of Kirkland, Bothell and Kenmore in the
vicinity of the future lands of St. Edward State Park. These communities grew as
transportation systems developed and supported the viability of settlements on the east side
of Lake Washington.
The earliest recorded rail line on the east side of Lake Washington was an 1867 coal
transport out of Coal Creek Valley to the lake.
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Figure 3: A map of the history of the evolution of railroad lines on the
east side of Lake Washington.
A Hidden Past: An Exploration of Eastside History,” Seattle Times, 2002

Twenty years later, on Thanksgiving Day of 1887, the Seattle, Lake Shore and Eastern
Railway reached Bothell from Seattle, and by 1908, the line was part of Northern Pacific
conglomerate.12 The closest rail line to Saint Edward’s was a 22-mile beltline from Renton
to Woodinville, which was added in 1904. While cargo had been carried around the lake by
train from as early as 1887, regular ferry service across Lake Washington didn’t begin until
1906. In 1905, the community of Kirkland publicly funded a ferry service, providing the
most direct route from the east side of Lake Washington to the growing city of Seattle. As
the Lake Washington Ship Canal opened in 1916, and the lake level dropped, prehistoric
sunken forests around the lake were uncovered. Tree tops were lopped off when the forests
presented themselves as hazards to ferries, tugs and fishing boats.
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By the 1910s, the full thrust of the timber industry on the east side of Lake Washington was
winding down. Automobiles competed with trains for passenger and cargo transportation
services. In 1913, a road was completed from Seattle through Lake City, Kenmore and
Bothell to Everett.

Figure 4: Historic photo of the “Red Brick Road,” James Mattson Road,
near Lake Sammamish.. Courtesy of Mark Ruwedel
http://www.historylink.org/output.cfm?file_id=2363

Parts of the new road were paved with brick and it was known as the “Red Brick Road.” Bus
service along the road started the same year. In the land area to become Bothell, George
Brackett established a logging camp in the late 1800s. At the time, this land near the
Sammamish River was known as bear and cougar country. George Bothell was a logger at
Brackett’s camp. Bothell founded a shingle mill near the camp, and employed many of the
local Scandinavian settlers. He also fathered seven children. The town of Bothell was
incorporated in 1909, and subsequently named when the postmaster suggested it be named
for Bothell, after the many Bothells in town.
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Figure 5: Historic photograph of Rupp's Drug Store, downtown Bothell, 1915
Courtesy of UW Special Collections (Neg. UW12021)
http://www.historylink.org/essays/output.cfm?file_id=4190

Bothell was a self-sufficient town in the early 20th-century. It had a central town square and
boasted the largest Fourth-of-July fireworks show around the Puget Sound. After timber
felling, the land was converted to farmland and eventually housing, as people moved into the
thriving community.13 Bothell drew a large number of residents and established itself as a
bedroom community of Seattle.
In the late 1860s, Euro-American homesteaders built some of the first dwellings in the area
to be known as Houghton and later, Kirkland. Previously, Juanita Bay was a popular
campsite for Native Americans who harvested wapato in the bay shallows. The Popham,
McGregor, French and Curtis families were some of the first to clear and build upon the
land that would become Kirkland. The area was renowned for the Curtis’ shipbuilding
activities and for its ferry dock. As with the other early east Lake Washington communities,
mills, logging and farming were significant revenue generators. Daniel Hunt Gilman,
President of Seattle, Lake Shore and Eastern Railway, informed Englishman Peter Kirk
about the coal and iron deposits in the area east of Lake Washington. Knowing that rail
lines were being built throughout the West, Kirk thought the area would be a prime location
for a steel mill, and envisioned a “Pittsburgh of the West.”
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Figure 6: Historic photo of the Kirkland waterfront, ca. 1909.
Courtesy of Eastside Heritage Center
http://www.historylink.org/essays/output.cfm?file_id=208

Kirk saw a future city of 40,000 people. He purchased five thousand acres near downtown,
laid out streets, opened a brickworks and built homes for mill workers. He re-named the
downtown bay “Moss Bay” after an English bay and gave the streets British names such as
“Oxford” and “Regency.” He expected to build a mill on the waterfront and ship his goods
to Seattle. However, the politics of Tacoma’s status as the rail-line hub of the Northwest led
to the denial of a line to Moss Bay. If Kirkland could supply Seattle with large quantities of
materials, Tacoma would lose its “hub” status.
Kirk was forced to build the mill east of the shore, closer to the existing railroad spur line.
The stock market crash of 1893 put an end to Kirk’s venture. He sold off his holdings to a
Mr. Burke and a Mr. Farrar in 1910, who then broke up the town into affordable familysized lots and promoted the town for residential settlement.
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Figure 7: Historic photo of Kirkland ferry dock, November 13, 1936
From: Photo Collections: Road Engineer, Series 103-375: Wharf files,
1906-1979. (Photo ID: 93.1.0121)
http://www.metrokc.gov/kcdot/roads/history/photos/index.cfm

The new community, to be named Kirkland in honor of Peter Kirk’s efforts, became the
main ferry dock on the east side of the lake. Farms, shingle and woolen mills and
shipbuilding also drove the local economy. Water traffic brought Kirkland’s desirability to
new heights. With the construction of a roadway system in the 1910s and 1920s, Kirkland
became the early hub of the east side of Lake Washington.14
Kenmore, located on the northeast shore of Lake Washington, was founded in 1901 by John
McMasters of Kenmore, Ontario. The McMasters, like many early Euro-American settlers
in the area, were in the shingle business. The McMasters established a cedar shingle mill in
Kenmore. Near the turn of the 20th-century, Kenmore was little more than a quiet pit-stop
along the Seattle, Lake Shore, and Eastern Rail line between Seattle and Bothell. As the
community grew, schools were established and bridges were built over the many lateral
drainages into Lake Washington. After 1913, the “Red Brick Road” improved access to
Kenmore. During the Prohibition Era, Kenmore became renowned for its illegal alcohol
industry. Speakeasies and taverns served drinkers from all over the Puget Sound area. As a
lakeside community, illegal Kenmore beverages could be dumped into Lake Washington
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when the authorities dropped in. As the timber industry diminished and transportation
increased, Kenmore, like Bothell and Kirkland, became a desirable place to live and raise a
family. During the Depression Era, President Roosevelt’s “Back to the Land Program”
under the Works Progress Administration housed a small community of workers in
Kenmore. The area was nicknamed “Voucherville,” as workers were given vouchers rather
than cash for the work they performed.15
St Edward Seminary Era, 1927-1976
St. Edward Seminary was built near Kenmore, Washington within present-day St Edward
State Park in 1931. As a preparatory school for the Catholic priesthood, the opening of the
school was a seminal achievement in the career of Bishop Edward O’Dea, and a significant
event in the expansion of the Catholic Church within the Pacific Northwest.
The history of the Catholic Church in the Pacific Northwest dates to 1775, when a
Franciscan priest sailing with the Spanish expedition of Heceta and Bodega y Cuadra erected
a cross at Point Grenville on the Pacific Coast north of Grays Harbor. Fifty years later, Dr.
John McLoughlin, the chief factor of the Hudson Bay Company, established a permanent
Catholic presence when he set up company operations at Fort Vancouver on the Columbia
River in 1824. The Quebec-born McLoughlin recognized that many of the 151 traders and
trappers he employed throughout the Northwest were French-Canadian Catholics. He
personally translated Scripture into French and allowed a literate French-Canadian carpenter
to teach catechism to Catholic children at the Fort.
In 1837, however, the Catholic community at Fort Vancouver wrote to their bishop in
Montreal, complaining that they were surrounded by almost every religion but their own.
They begged the bishop to send a priest. The bishop complied, and sent two. After
traveling across Canada and down the Columbia River, Father F.N. Blanchet and Father
Modeste Demers arrived at Fort Vancouver on Nov. 24, 1838. Using Vancouver as their
base, the two priests set out, and established missions at Cowlitz, in the Willamette Valley
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and on Whidbey Island. Within the first few months, they had performed 53 baptisms and
24 marriages.
The two priests recruited lay catechists and converted Native Americans through use of the
"Sahale stick," a visual representation of the Christian plan of salvation. Meanwhile,
missionary priests such as Jesuit Father Pierre DeSmet and Oblate Fathers Eugene Chirouse
and Charles Pandosy were evangelizing the Flathead, Nez Perce and other Native Americans
east of the Cascade Mountains. In 1846, Father Blanchet was named Archbishop of Oregon
City (later Portland). The early years were marked by hostilities between settlers and Native
Americans, as well as by conflict and suspicion between Catholic and Protestant
missionaries. On May 31, 1850 the Diocese of Nesqually was established at Vancouver, with
Father Blanchet as the first bishop and St. James Church in Vancouver to become the
diocese’s cathedral.
As more Euro-Americans migrated west along the Oregon Trail to the Washington
Territory, the population of the Diocese of Nesqually soared. Bishop Aegidius Junger, who
succeeded Bishop Blanchet in 1879, established parishes in Aberdeen, Bellingham, Chehalis,
Everett, Puyallup, Seattle, Snohomish and Tacoma. In 1903, Bishop Edward O'Dea,
Junger’s successor, moved the seat of the diocesan government from Vancouver to the
booming port city of Seattle. At that time, the diocese covered all of the State of
Washington. The eastern Washington dioceses of Spokane and Yakima were created,
respectively, in 1913 and 1951.
With the turn of the 20th-century, the Catholic Church in Western Washington entered a
period of rapid growth. Scores of new parishes were founded. Nuns opened schools,
orphanages, hospitals and other Catholic institutions and Benedictine monks started St.
Martin's College in Lacey in 1895. The Jesuits established high schools for boys in Seattle
and Tacoma and a college in Seattle. Between 1903 and 1915, Mother Cabrini established a
school, hospital and a home for children in the diocese.
Immediately after moving from Vancouver to Seattle in 1903, Bishop Edward O'Dea began
plans for the construction of a cathedral. O’Dea was determined that the Seattle cathedral
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be the grandest cathedral in the West, an idea that seemed extravagant for the financially
distressed diocese. The new cathedral was dedicated St. James Cathedral on December 22,
1907, at which time the Diocese of Nesqually was renamed the Diocese of Seattle. Seated
atop First Hill, the elegant cathedral commanded a broad view of the Seattle waterfront and
of the city in all directions.
In 1916, a snowstorm collapsed the roof of the St. James Cathedral. Under the leadership of
Bishop O’Dea, the Diocese hired a prominent Seattle architect, John Graham, to design the
reconstruction of the roof. Graham’s relationship with the St. James roof reconstruction
project and O’Dea probably led to his selection to be the architect for the St. Edward
Seminary in the following decade.
As Bishop of Seattle, O'Dea assumed the responsibilities of a diocese heavily in debt and
desperately in need of more priests. Consequently, from the beginning of his tenure he
focused his efforts on establishing a seminary to prepare young men for the priesthood.
This was not an unusual mission for a bishop, but in the complete absence of a seminary in
the Northwest, it was probably more urgent for O’Dea than for other bishops of his time.
At the turn of the 20th-century, the nearest seminary affiliated with the Diocese of Seattle
was in Montreal, Canada. At the laying of the cornerstone for the St. Edward Seminary in
1931, O’Dea stated: “The work of building a seminary is the most important work
undertaken in any diocese.” He added: “…the church itself could not live without it for
there would be no one to minister to the faithful.”16
Initially, O’Dea looked to the south of Seattle to locate a seminary. In 1906 he negotiated
the purchase of a 64 acre property fronting the north end of Angle Lake, approximately onehalf mile south of present day SeaTac airport. On November 7, the property was conveyed
to O'Dea from Dominican Sisters for $5,000. However, development of the adjoining
acreage into a public resort, along with the prospect of arterial highway (S.R. 99)
construction, prompted O’Dea to look elsewhere.
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During this period, discussions were ongoing among the dioceses of the Pacific Northwest
about how a seminary should be operated and where it should be located. In April 1917, a
meeting of the bishops of the “Northwest Province” and the Archbishop of Portland
officially confirmed the time had come for the establishment of a “Provincial Seminary.”17
During the meeting, the bishops sent a letter to the Sulpician Fathers, expressing their intent
for the Sulpicians to operate the future seminary. Priests and nuns of the Society of St.
Sulpice have a special mission as teachers of diocesan seminarians. However, the
Archbishop of Portland was not able to raise enough funding to build the seminary in
Portland. In an apparent race with Portland to raise funds to build a seminary, Bishop
O’Dea led the way. By 1924, Bishop O‘Dea was confident enough to write in a letter to
Father Dyer of the Sulpician Fathers in Baltimore, Maryland: “If I succeed in obtaining
sufficient funds for the erection of a seminary I shall not hesitate to lay the matter before
you again. I hope in a few years hence I may be able to do so and secure the services of your
esteemed Fathers.”
While lacking sufficient funds to build, O’Dea used his own personal inheritance to move
forward with the purchase of land for the seminary. In late summer of 1925, O'Dea began
investigating the possible purchase of Deer Park, a sizeable tract of land for sale on the
northeast shore of Lake Washington. A party of several diocesan officials and J. Andrews, a
local landscape architect, made a scouting visit to the property that summer. The party
entered the property along an old logging road, penetrating the site from the east boundary.
They reported back to Bishop O'Dea that the landscape was ideally suited in every way for a
seminary: Lake front land, remoteness from the city, and potential for seclusion on the
grounds due to the size of the property, were all favorable characteristics. Before his first
visit to Deer Park in fall 1925, O’Dea had a private audience with Pope Pius XI at the
Vatican. During the meeting, the pope reportedly inquired after his bishop’s progress on the
seminary, and underscored the great importance of this mission.
Bishop O'Dea drove out to Deer Park with diocesan officials on Thanksgiving Day. With
the help of Brother Curtis, the Superior of O'Dea High School who cleared a path through
the thick underbrush of the heavily-wooded terrain, the group penetrated to the western
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edge of the property, corresponding to the site of the future location of the grotto. O'Dea
reportedly mounted a large stump, enabling a view of Lake Washington 300 feet below and
said: "This is it."18 Over the next four years, the property, with three-fifths of a mile of lake
front, was acquired by the Corporation of the Catholic Bishops under four different deeds.
The first deed recorded on July 1, 1926, was acquired from Miller Freeman and Bessie Lea
Freeman for $45,000. The second deed on September 8, 1926, was acquired from Casius M.
Pettit and Lydia M. Petit for $7,320. The third deed on October 11, 1927, was acquired
from Laura Briggs Tretheway and Samuel Tretheway; and the fourth deed on January 22,
1929, was acquired from Donald A. Kennedy.19
With economic forecasters indicating the United States was entering a period of serious
decline, the 1930s began with ominous signs for the success of the seminary project. In
August 1930, Bishop O’Dea sent a letter to the priests of the Seattle Diocese noting that
despite his acquisition of land for the seminary, they would have to halt the fund raising
campaign for the building “…until more favorable conditions offer better opportunities for
success.” However, O’Dea was not to be thwarted. To move the project forward during
the year, O’Dea named the diocese rather than the seminary as guarantor of any loans related
to the project. The fiscal worthiness of the diocese under O’Dea’s leadership enabled the
diocese to secure a $200,000 loan. These funds were combined with $100,000 already raised
by O’Dea. After forging a contractual agreement with the Sulpician Fathers to pay for any
outstanding costs of the seminary building, O’Dea’s construction project was able to move
ahead.
The announcement of plans for building the seminary headlined in the Catholic Northwest
Progress of May 23, 1930 stating:
“Construction of a seminary here for the education of future priests for the Diocese of
Seattle and for all the Diocese of the Northwest was determined upon this following a
meeting held by the Consulters of the Diocese at the Chancery Office. The seminary will be
named after St. Edward in honor of King Edward the Confessor, patron Saint of Bishop
O’Dea whose life work it will crown.”
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The dioceses to be served by the new seminary included the Archdiocese of Portland,
Oregon and the dioceses of Seattle, Spokane, and Baker City, Washington, Boise, Idaho,
Helena and Great Falls, Montana, and the Vicariate Apostolic of Alaska (an ecclesiastical
level below diocese). The Progress article further stated that the direction of the seminary
would be entrusted to the Sulpician Fathers. Immediately, the Sulpicians appointed
Reverend Thomas C. Mulligan to be the president of the St. Edward Seminary. Mulligan
would work closely with the newly selected architect, John Graham, in the planning and
design of the seminary building, along with its associated grounds, roads and paths.
John Graham Sr. was quickly chosen by the Seattle Diocese to design the seminary building
and its immediate setting. Graham’s reputation as a skilled Seattle architect stemmed from
his work on the 1909 Alaska-Yukon Exposition, and from his role as supervising architect
for Ford Motor Company. However, Graham’s association with the diocese as a designer
began fifteen years earlier, when he was recruited to rebuild the roof of St. James Cathedral.
Graham continued to make his mark on downtown Seattle, where his Art Deco skyscrapers
were among the first to lend Seattle its impressive skyline and distinctive character. Many of
his high-rise buildings are still in existence today, including the Frederick & Nelson Building,
an exquisite department store, and the Dexter Horton Building and the Exchange Building,
both Art Deco office buildings. Like many of his contemporaries in design, Graham
believed that “form follows function,” using structural steel or concrete to achieve functional
proportions on large-scale projects, then decorating the exterior as appropriate with a veneer
of terra-cotta, brick or decorative concrete. Graham’s Art Deco buildings had classical
proportions and often incorporated classical details, reminiscent of ancient Greek or Roman
designs.
In association with the firm of Schack, Young & Myers, Graham assisted in designing
apartment complexes and homes in Seattle, and many of the buildings for the 1909 AlaskaYukon Exposition on what would become the University of Washington campus. Graham
went on to design Model T assembly plants for the Ford Motor Company. As supervising
architect from 1914 until 1918, Graham designed several Ford manufacturing plants across
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the country, including one located in the Cascade industrial district of Seattle, at the south
end of Lake Union. This brick, steel-frame building illustrates Graham’s nationwide work.
The 1913 plant provides substantial interior light through its extensive windows. These
windows form the primary exterior walls of the plant. Brick covers the structural elements
only; and the building is quintessentially functional.
Echoes of Graham’s experience with industrial architecture are reflected in his approach to
the design of the St. Edward seminary building. Heavy outer walls of poured concrete,
veneered in brick, and large massings of windows provided a highly functional and well
illuminated interior, with a restrained level of ornamentation. The overall ecclesiastical form
of the building design has been called Lombardy Romanesque, evident in the bell tower, the
red-tile pitched roof, the arched entrance doors, windows and alcoves, and in the restrained
ornamental concrete details. On the interior, the Romanesque is evident in vaulted arch
corridors, decorative iron light fixtures and stair railings. Graham’s design drew from the
Catholic Church’s tradition of Roman ecclesiastical architecture and combined the
Lombardy influence in the groined vaulting of heavy proportions with classical decorative
elements.
Construction began with the removal of second growth forest to carve the clearing that
would receive the seminary building, a great lawn, and sports fields. The contract for logging
approximately twenty acres of the future seminary grounds was awarded to Halffman
Machinery Company on August 16, October 1930. The same company was awarded the
contract for constructing the entrance driveway to the main building, using some of the
alignment of an existing logging road near the east property boundary. Graham laid out the
entrance driveway to provide a commanding introduction to the seminary building on its
grounds at the top of a lakeshore bluff. The contract for road construction specified that
the work be completed no later that October 4, ensuring access to the site for the proposed
cornerstone laying ceremony on October 13, 1930.
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Figure 8: Historic Photograph of road-building and improvement at time
of construction in 1930. Photo courtesy Archives of the Archdiocese of Seattle,
hereafter referred to as Archdiocesan Archives.

On the day of the cornerstone ceremony, an apostolic delegate of the pope from
Washington, DC delivered a message from the pope that stated:
“The Holy Father, greatly pleased with the foundation of a Provincial Seminary in Seattle,
implores heavenly favors for the new institution, its founders and benefactors, and blesses
His Excellency, the Apostolic Delegate, the Most Reverend Archbishop of Portland, the
Right Reverend Bishop of Seattle, the Suffragen Bishops, the Sulpician Fathers, the faithful
and all present.”
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Figure 9: Historic Photograph of the apostolic delegate at the cornerstone
laying ceremony at St. Edward, 1930. Photo courtesy of Archdiocesan Archives.

The pope’s blessing emphasized the importance of the seminary to the Catholic Church, in
creating the first priest preparatory in the Pacific Northwest. A local catholic paper reported
the occasion was “the largest and most distinguished assemblage of [Catholic] prelates ever
gathered in Seattle.” During the ceremony, the apostolic delegate blessed and laid the
concrete cornerstone on a concrete base at the highest point of the recently cleared and
graded plateau. The stone contained a time capsule of objects representing the history of the
Catholic Church, as well as that of the seminary. Among the items was a pebble from the
shore of Lake Galilee and a piece of rock from the streets of Nazareth. Also included was a
medal bearing the image of Pope Pius XI, U.S. coins minted in 1930 and an assortment of
books and documents.20
During the next several months, Reverend Mulligan, the new seminary president, worked
closely with John Graham to review the plans for the seminary building and layout of the
grounds. Starting with an initial grand concept for a large seminary building with multiple
cloisters and quads, towers and a formal landscape in front, Graham’s drawings underwent
several iterations to reduce the scope in accordance with the diocese’s budget.
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Figure 10: Historic sketch by Graham of a much larger seminary than what was built.
Photo courtesy of archives at Saint Edward State Park, hereafter referred to as SESP Archives.

Figure 11: Historic sketch by Graham shows another iteration of the design in
1928. Courtesy of SESP Archives.

The ultimate design was pared to a single rectilinear building with a bell tower and nun’s
annex, but retained the formality and impressive stature of the original concept. The design
left room for future expansion if needed, in more stable economic times.
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Figure 12: Historic drawing by Graham of the building as it was built in 1931.
Courtesy of SESP archives.

The contract for the construction of the seminary building was awarded to HenricksonAlstrom Construction Company in February 1931 for $445, 050. By mid March, the first
concrete had been poured, and 60 men were working on site. Reverend Mulligan assumed
the role of construction supervisor and visited the seminary from Seattle almost daily to
oversee every detail of construction at the site.21 By the end of March, the Progress was able
to report that “work is advancing splendidly.” The concrete formwork was rising rapidly
and tons of concrete were being poured. By April 10, construction workers had began the
formwork for the second floor of the building, and the Progress reported that the building
could be “discerned rising above the pines by those on Bothell Highway across the lake.”
The article noted the panoramic views of the lake available from the seminary grounds.
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Figure 13: Historic photograph of St. Edward seminary from across
Lake Washington in the early 1930s. Courtesy of Archdiocesan Archives.

Figure 14: Historic Photograph of the seminary immediately following
construction with entrance road from current-day Juanita Drive and clearings
for the seminary and east-side sports field. Courtesy of Archdiocesan Archives.
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As work on the building neared completion, the cleared, grubbed and graded landscape was
given more refinement. An 18-feet wide entrance driveway was fine graded and dressed
with gravel. The driveway ascended from the forest along the east property boundary into a
clearing that would become a football field with a high view to the seminary building above.
The driveway continued to ascend to the main clearing of the high plateau containing the
building. The driveway continued on in a grand sweep around the edge of the plateau,
circumventing the building from the east to the south and around to the west façade,
creating an impressive arrival sequence. The entrance driveway terminated in a circular
turnaround, located on axis with the main west entrance to the seminary building. In
accordance with Graham’s plans, the circular area within the turnaround was graded as a
mound to receive a statuary monument, and clusters of native trees were retained towards
the outer edge of the clearing, to provide a feathered outline of the forest edge.
As indicated on Graham’s plans, the west facade of the building received formal foundation
plantings that echoed the architectural style of the building. A linear planting of columnar
Arborvitae shrubs was located south of the main entrance, and a linear planting of Camellia
shrubs and multiflora roses was located on the north side of the main entrance. Immediately
parallel to the foundation plantings, the land was graded as a level terrace, to eventually
receive a set of formal, rectilinear paths between the main entrance and the two minor
entrance doors along the west façade. This terrace level transitioned to the main clearing
with a uniform grassy slope. Between the toe of this slope and the entrance driveway, two
rows of English laurel shrubs were planted within a lawn area, to delineate the edge of the
driveway. Beyond the driveway, the formality of the landscape transitioned into a softer,
more informal design of undulating lawn and tree clusters, giving way to a feathered forest
edge. The clearing was seeded with turf grass, giving the area a feeling of a “great lawn”
presiding over a spectacular view of Lake Washington.
On the east side of the building, where a loading dock was located on the annex for the
Sulpician nuns, a service drive and parking area of crushed gravel was installed. The area
immediately east of the building was fine graded as a level terrace, transitioning to the level
of the building’s basement windows via a uniform grassy slope, echoing the grassy slope
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immediately west of the building. The level terrace east of the building was to eventually
receive a set of formal rectilinear pathways, outlining a quad, and connecting several
entrance doors along the east façade of the building. One main east-west axial pathway was
planned to connect the football field and entrance driveway on the east side of the building
to the main entrance on the east façade. Between the level terrace beside the east façade of
the building and the football field further east, an intermediate terrace level was fine graded
to create a space for ball courts. The upper terrace level beside the building transitioned to
the intermediate terrace via a uniform grassy slope, and transitioned to the entrance driveway
via another uniform slope. The lower of the two transition slopes was intended to be
planted, however, in order to screen the ball courts from the initial view of the seminary
building provided by the entrance driveway. On the east side of the building, the three
terrace levels: the building terrace, the ball court terrace and football field terrace were
seeded with turf grasses. The formal cement concrete paths and steps prescribed by
Graham in the vicinity of the building would be added later, as funding became available.
Early on, circulation on the west side of the building was provided with wood plank
corduroy, laid on grade rather like a boardwalk.
A water tower was erected in early April, 1931 to supply the seminary with potable water.
With a capacity of 100,000 gallons, the water tower was 148’ tall and was located
approximately one quarter mile south east of the seminary building, near an impounded
creak. The structure had a riveted plate steel tank and a steel truss tower. The tank’s red
conical roof made reference to the red tile roof of the seminary building. Chicago Bridge
and Iron Works were contracted to build the tower. Just one month after construction
began, the tower was tested and the tank water level had reached capacity. In May, the
concrete structure of the seminary building was near completion, and construction of the
brick veneer and decorative exterior concrete details began. In less than 30 weeks after
groundbreaking, construction of the seminary building and initial landscaping of the grounds
were complete.
On September 19, 1931, the St. Edward Seminary opened its doors to receive 51 seminarians
from the dioceses of Seattle, Spokane, Baker City, Boise, and from the Archdiocese of
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Portland, Oregon and Vancouver, British Columbia. The following day Bishop O’Dea
visited the seminary, addressing the students and priests and noting his joy in realizing the
seminary so close to Seattle: “[Before the creation of St. Edward Seminary] it was necessary
to go by boat to San Francisco, thence across the continent and up Atlantic Coast to reach
the Grand Seminary at Montreal.”22 The official seminary dedication occurred on October
13, 1931, on the first anniversary of the laying the cornerstone, with Cardinal Dougherty the
Archbishop of Philadelphia presiding and 1,500 church members and seminarians in
attendance. Regarding the opening of the seminary, the Catholic Standard and Times printed an
editorial stating: “The journey of His Eminence, our Most Reverend Archbishop, to dedicate
the new Sulpician Seminary of the Northwest brings to the minds of Catholics on the
Atlantic seaboard a worthwhile indication of the rapid growth of the Church in that great
region during the past fifty years.”23 During the ceremony Bishop O’Dea read a cablegram
from the Vatican saying: “On the occasion of the dedication of the provincial seminary of
the Sulpician Fathers, His Holiness, well-wishing and imploring divine favors, cordially
bestows the apostolic blessing on Cardinal Dougherty, Your Lordship, and all present at the
ceremony.”
In the first year, fifty-two students entered the school. In 1935, St. Edward became a major
seminary, teaching college-level grades. By 1937, registration had risen to over 100. The
following year, 109 students entered the seminary, taught by 15 priests, and exceeding the
designed capacity for the school of 110 residents.24 During the early years, students and
faculty continued the refinement of the seminary landscape through their own labors. Funds
were limited for initial landscaping as monies had to be directed towards the construction of
the building, the clearing, grubbing and grading of the grounds, the construction of the
entrance driveway and water tower, and the start up costs of administering the school.
According to early reports in the Harvester, the school newspaper: “Almost from the first
day the tradition of manual labor was established. Students and faculty worked together to
put the stamp of civilization upon the cleared but scarred landscape.” The seminarians
labored to achieve a more manicured appearance to the forest edges by pruning trees,
clearing brush, and adding ornamental plants.
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Figure 15: Historic photo of seminarians assisting in landscaping
duties at the seminary. Courtesy of SESP Archives.

In addition, students and faculty improved existing trails on the property, created through
former Native American use and Euro-American logging activities, and added new trails to
connect the seminary building with the arterial road at the east edge of the property, with the
lake shore, and with the trail network throughout the forest. In 1933, Reverend Mulligan
gave a proud description of the seminary grounds:
“St. Edward Seminary is situated on the northeast shore of Lake Washington about thirty
minutes drive from downtown Seattle. The seminary property embraces acres of woodland.
From the lake the ground rises rapidly, and the seminary is set in a clearing three hundred
feet above the lake. The view from the seminary is superb. Near at hand are our own
wonderful woods of fir, maple, dogwood, and madrona, and a wealth of smaller growth. ”25
While the Seattle Diocese and the Sulpician Fathers fully intended to build additions to the
seminary over time, the severe impacts of the Great Depression limited further development
of the school and other facilities within the diocese until the end of World War II. After
realizing his dream with the opening of St. Edward Seminary, Bishop Edward O'Dea died in
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1932. O’Dea’s successor, Bishop Gerald Shaughnessy needed the lay community within the
diocese to help during the depths of the Depression to retire a considerable church debt.
With the end of World War II, a number of improvements and additions were made to the
seminary grounds. Formal circulation paths around the building were paved in cement
concrete, a statue of the Madonna and Child was installed in the circle turnaround of the
entrance driveway, and a number of landscape rooms were carved out of the forest at the
edge of the building’s clearing. One such room was a stone grotto area, built at the
southwest edge of the great lawn by students and faculty. The stone grotto was built of
poured concrete and faced with river cobbles. The three-sided structure housed an altar
which was also clad with cobblestones. It was used as the receptacle for a statue of St. John
Vianney, which was officially dedicated by Father McCormick in 1945.

Figure 16: Historic photograph of seminarians and the statue of St. John
Vianney in the area known as “The Grotto.” Courtesy of Archdiocesan Archives.

The grotto structure was sunken below the grade of the great lawn, and accessed from above
by steps on either side, lined by cobblestone cheek walls. The transition between the level of
the great lawn and the level of the grotto was made by dry-laid rockery walls. These walls
surrounded the grotto level, and created a sunken room on grade with the grotto for
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ceremonies. Native plants such as Sword fern, tree Rhododendron, Huckleberry and
Heather were planted around the sunken room, and an English hawthorn, also known as a
Mayflower tree, was planted at the edge of the clearing above the grotto.
Another garden room created at the edge of the clearing was an orchard. Near the grotto
and to the south of the seminary building’s great lawn, fruit trees were laid out on an
approximate 30-foot grid. Variety Apple trees, Sour Cherry trees and possibly other fruit
tree species and varieties were planted and pruned into an open-bowl pruning style, with a
low-headed scaffold, or short trunks, consistent with the style of full-sized fruit trees before
the 1950s.

Figure 17: Contemporary photo of historic apple trees in orchard area. NPS, 2006.

No doubt the orchard had an educational purpose, as well as the production of fruit for the
seminarians, and may have also been considered ornamental, due its visibility along the grand
sweep of the entrance driveway. Other vegetable and berry growing areas had been
established during the Depression Era and war years in a more discreet garden location, at
the north end of the seminary building.
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One other garden room carved out of the edge of the forest during the early years of the
seminary was the “Nun’s Garden.” Located east of the seminary building, proximate to the
nun’s annex and vegetable garden area, was an informal garden of flowering shrubs and
perennials. The nuns cleared native understorey at the edge of the forest and planted an
ornamental understorey of exotic and native plants. A loop trail was aligned along the inside
edge of the plantings within the garden room, and passed by a large collection of tree and
shrub Rhododendron varieties, Cotoneaster, Viburnum, Forsythia, Mountain ash, Crabapple
and berry bushes of Raspberry and Blackberry. The shrubs were underplanted with English
ivy and Sword fern, and other native plants. The overall effect was that of a flowering oasis,
distinct from the more formal terraces of lawn and sports areas on the east side of the
building. The nuns probably used the garden as a contemplative retreat from the confines of
the annex and their kitchen labors.
Another modest improvement project was the construction of a log cabin to the north of
the seminary building, near the vegetable garden in 1941. Constructed by students and
faculty, this structure provided a recreation shelter during inclement weather. The Harvester
referred to the structure as “a place for a between-classes pipe or cigarette, the major smokeshed.”26 Two years later, the school began the construction of a gym. Seminary students,
under the direction of three alumni priests, built a two-storey, notched-log structure with a
cedar shake roof, east of the seminary building, on the highest terrace level. Perched at the
edge of the terrace, the building overlooked the intermediate terrace level, used for ball
courts. Completed in May 1944, the large log building was used as a workshop and gym.
Styled after the University of Washington’s field house, the gym measured approximately 60
feet by 30 feet. In 1945, two tennis courts were paved and striped on the intermediate
terrace level, and six handball courts were also built. The formal axial path and steps up to
the east entrance of the seminary building were also installed at this time. A sand volleyball
court and horseshoe pits were added immediately south of the gym, at the same terrace level.
In 1947, a brick fireplace and chimney were added to the gym building, to provide heat for
winter use.
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With the full development of the east side of the seminary building for recreational uses, the
football field, ball courts and gym were directly in the line of sight of visitors arriving along
the entrance driveway. To screen the tennis and handball courts and the log gym from the
grand, high view of the seminary, a line of mixed coniferous trees were planted along the
grassy slope separating the intermediate terrace level from the entrance driveway. The young
trees were allowed to grow up tall to block the lower view of the recreational facilities from
the arrival sequence along the entrance driveway, while still allowing a view of the seminary
building on the high plateau above the tree tops. In addition, the roadside at the intersection
of the entrance driveway with the service access to the nun’s annex was planted with a large
evergreen tree, ornamental trees, shrubs and ferns to create a landmark point of arrival for
approaching visitors. At this point, drivers turned to the left, to complete the grand sweep
around the seminary to the west side of the building. Ornamental trees planted at the
intersection included Laburnums and English hawthorn, both blossoming in May. Tree
Rhododendrons, Sword fern, Cotoneaster and other flowering shrubs and perennials were
planted around the clusters of trees at the edge of the clearing, beside the entrance driveway.
These trees had been conserved during the original clearing and grubbing of the site, and
were beginning to fill out as impressive specimens, adding to the grand sense of arrival.
During the last year of World War II, the U.S. Naval Air force requested and was approved
the installation of a map at the top of the water tower, for surveillance of Lake Washington
and the Puget Sound area. Towards the end of the decade, an area immediately northwest of
the great lawn on the west side of the seminary building was formalized as a gravesite. At
the edge of the high plateau overlooking Lake Washington, the graves of two former priests
were located. During the late 1940s, one unidentified priest who had taught at the seminary
since 1931 was interned beside another priest, Father LeBlanc. The priests were laid to rest
in a clearing just north of the old logging road leading down to the lake. A large wood cross
was erected at the site of the graves and a trail was blazed through the area.
With the end of the war and the arrival of the 1950s, the fortunes of the diocese increased
well above the recession years. When Bishop Gerald Shaughnessy died in 1950, he turned a
financially-solvent diocese over to his successor, Bishop Thomas A. Connolly. Connolly was
subsequently elevated to Archbishop when Seattle became an archdiocese on June 23, 1951.
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When the St. Edward log gym burned down one January night in 1950, the new economic
climate supported the immediate planning of a new, more elaborate gym. The building was
designed as a gym and auditorium by Tacoma architect John E. McGuire. McGuire’s design
blended with the seminary building. A concrete structure with brick veneer, the gym
reflected the seminary building in overall massing, pitch of roof, color of brick, and in
restrained ornamental concrete detailing. The design succeeded in complementing though
not competing with the 20 year-old seminary building. Costing $135,000, the new
gymnasium was located northeast of the seminary building, on a perpendicular axis. The log
cabin “smoke shed” was relocated further north towards the edge of the forest to make
room for the gym. A new concrete path connected the gym and the seminary building.
Sports equipment for the gym was donated by a local sports equipment company.
Auditorium furnishings were personally funded by Archbishop Thomas Connolly.

Figure 18: Historic photograph showing the new gym on the northeast side of
the seminary, and trails through the Nun’s Garden. Courtesy of SESP Archives.

On May 20 1951, during the annual May Day celebration at St Edward, Archbishop
Connolly blessed and dedicated the new gymnasium-auditorium to a large gathering of
seminarians, faculty and parents. Later that same year, a statue was finally installed in a
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decorative niche above the main entrance to the seminary building on the west facade. This
prominent feature of John Graham’s design had gone unadorned since 1931, due to a lack of
funds for the creation of a statue. As a sign of the maturing seminary community, the St.
Edward’s Alumni Association financed the commission of a statue. Architect John W.
Mahoney of Seattle designed the statue depicting St. Edward and furnished blueprints to the
Indiana Limestone Company for fabrication.
The decade of the 1950s was a growth time for the Catholic Church and the Seattle Diocese.
Along with rising population growth across the Nation, by 1953, student enrollment had
increased to 238. This more than doubled the designed capacity for the seminary and
resulted in highly crowded bedrooms on the upper floors. In response to the over-crowded
conditions, Archbishop Connolly purchased two portable classrooms from the University of
Washington and transported them to their new site at the north end of the seminary
building, west of the new gymnasium. The temporary structures were converted into
dormitories, and in keeping with a greater sensitivity towards the visual compatibility of
structures, the dormitories were faced with imitation brick after assembly.
While renovating the St. James Cathedral in Seattle, opposing abortion, advocating for civil
rights and defending just-wages, Archbishop Connolly turned his attention back to the need
for greater seminary capacity at St Edward. In-between opening new churches and schools
throughout the diocese, Connolly presided over the planning and design of a new seminary
for the St Edward property. Designed by Seattle architect John Maloney in 1956 as a
modern interpretation of Romanesque ecclesiastical, the St. Thomas Seminary was located
near the water tower, one quarter mile southeast of St Edward.
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Figure 19: Historic photo of St. Edward in the foreground and St. Thomas in the background.
Courtesy of SESP Archives.

St. Thomas was completed in 1958, and opened its doors as a major seminary, teaching the
college grade levels. St. Edward then became a minor seminary, teaching the lower grade
levels, or the first six preparatory years. The influence of St. Thomas’ construction was to
more than double the capacity of the site, and greatly relieve over-crowding at St. Edward.
However, a strong relationship existed between the two institutions, with some shared
faculty commuting between the facilities. A new straight trail was blazed connecting the St.
Edward clearing with the St. Thomas clearing, for a quick foot commute between the minor
and major seminaries.
Throughout the 1950s, the St Edward students continued the tradition of working on the
grounds. The original logging road that led through a series of switchbacks down the steep
slope to the lakeshore became the dominant route to the lake. The seminarians built a large
wooden dock beside the beach, along with a tall wood slide and a diving board for water
recreation.
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Figure 21: Historic photograph of seminarians recreating at the dock
on Lake Washington, showing slide. Courtesy of SESP Archives.

Emphasis was placed on the repair of some of the early structures and features built in the
1930s and 40s. The grotto was renovated in 1956. Students repaired the rockery steps and
added a brick path with a basket-weave pattern leading to the grotto. Flowering plants were
re-planted on either side of the grotto and a colorful mural of the Puget Sound area was
installed as a backdrop for the altar. By the end of the 1950s, the seminary grounds had
reached a state of maturity. The landscape afforded the students and faculty a place to
exercise, recreate, grow fruits and vegetables, and retreat for quiet contemplation. The
grotto provided an intimate space for smaller religious ceremonies, and the great lawn could
accommodate large Church events, like the annual May Day celebration, when hundreds
would gather.
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Figure 22: Historic photograph of annual May Day celebration with members of
the local Catholic community in participation. Photo courtesy of Archdiocesan Archives.

The network of trails throughout the property was used for cross-country runs and hikes
and a trail along the edge of the great lawn was used for daily walks while reciting the rosary.
Benches were located along the trail, to take advantage of the spectacular views over Lake
Washington from the edge of the high plateau.
The great lawn served as the front garden and welcome mat for the seminary building, with
grandeur provided by statuesque clusters of large conifers, formal shrub plantings and the
Madonna monument in the circular turnaround of the entrance driveway. However, the
clearing was large enough to support a baseball field on the great lawn, and it was also used
as a parking area for large celebrations, (as was the high terrace on the east side of the
seminary building). Views out to the lake from the great lawn were maintained by students
and faculty. Regularly documented alder-removal projects were undertaken to maintain view
apertures between the coniferous trees, out to the lake. Of particular concern was
maintaining lake views from the sunken room of the grotto, the gravesite area, and from the
benches sited along the peripheral trail around the great lawn. By the late 1950s, St Edward
had reached a state of completion of the original plan drawn by John Graham. The
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landscape was well tended, and had reached an impressive maturity that would be sustained
through the 1960s.
By the 1970s, the Archdiocese of Seattle and dioceses throughout the country started to
experience a decline in seminary enrollment. With the growth in the number of post-World
War II public schools and the G. I. Bill’s influence on the vast expansion of the state
university system, young men had far more options for their secondary and higher
education. Catholics looked beyond Catholic schools for quality education for their male
children, and young men had greater expectations of choice in their professional careers.
While the quality of the St. Edward curriculum reportedly remained high, student rolls
dropped. Perhaps in a last ditch effort to boost enrollment at St. Edward and St. Thomas,
Archbishop Connolly approved the construction of a state-of-the-art indoor swimming pool
in the early 1970s at St. Edward.

Figure 23: Contemporary photo of swimming pool building. NPS, 2006.

The modern brick swimming pool structure with a shallow-pitched roof and vaulted ceiling
was located near the site of the former log gym building, just east of the seminary, at the
highest terrace level. Built beside the main axial path to the east entrance of the seminary
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building, the large pool structure fitted- in functionally with the facilities in the vicinity: the
tennis courts, handball courts, volleyball court and horseshoes, the football field, and the
gym. The architecture of the swimming pool did not fit in with the character of the
dominant buildings, however. With its low-rise massing, shallow pitched roof, large modular
brick and modern fenestration, the swimming pool building was a modern statement quite
distinct from the seminary and gym architecture. Archbishop Connolly presided over plans
for the new swimming pool before he retired in 1975.
Bishop Raymond G. Hunthausen of Helena, Montana succeeded Archbishop Connolly as
Archbishop of the Archdiocese of Seattle. Hunthausen’s elevation to Archbishop was a
source of pride for the St. Edward seminarians, as Hunthausen was a graduate of the school.
However, Hunthausen presided over tumultuous times in the Catholic Church and brought
a more radical approach with his ministry. Under Archbishop Hunthausen, the church in
Western Washington worked more closely with other denominations and faiths than ever
before, championed justice and peace efforts, and implemented the church reforms of the
Second Vatican Council (1962-65). Hunthausen attracted international attention for his tax
protest in opposition to the nuclear arms race, and survived an investigation by the Vatican
for his compassionate views on homosexuality. In addition, Hunthausen made the decision
to sell St. Edward Seminary.
On May 22, 1976, the last class graduated from St. Edward. The seminary closed its doors
due to a lack of enrollment and changes in the education of seminarians. In less than a year,
Archbishop Hunthausen agreed to sell the land to become a state park. A representative of
the church contacted the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation to indicate that a sale of the 316
acres was likely. In a matter of weeks the state determined it wanted to purchase the
property. On the last day of the 1977 legislative session (June 30) legislation was introduced
to purchase the site - it was funded July 1. Other events occurred nearly as quickly to cause
the transfer. Interestingly, while land went to Parks, the buildings went to the Department
of General Administration and only later were transferred to Parks. The remaining 34 acres,
the St. Thomas Seminary property, remained under the ownership of the Seattle
Archdiocese. Unable to sustain enrollment, St. Thomas closed its doors the following year.
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St. Edward State Park Era, 1977-Present
For a year between the closure of the St. Edward Seminary and the opening of the state
park, the property was officially closed to public access. Unofficially, the grounds were a
popular location for neighborhood children to build forts, and for neighbors to share quiet
nature walks. The property was valued by Washington Parks and Recreation Commission
and local citizens as one of the largest contiguous undeveloped tracts of land in the Greater
Seattle Area. From ecological and real estate perspectives, the value of the land was
increased by its natural lakeshore. Developers as well as open space advocates were
interested in the future of the property.
In 1977, Washington State Parks hired a Bellevue landscape architecture firm, Jongejan,
Gerrard Associates, Inc., to perform a development study. According to their report, the
landscape of St. Edward consisted of a large diversity of natural habitats and a lack of easily
developable lands due to steep slopes. The grounds at this time were still a combination of
grassy plateau, forested slopes, and a beachfront. Due to the difficulty in logging the slopes,
late succession species of Western hemlock, Western red cedar and madrona could still be
found in association with Salmonberry, Oregon grape, Devil’s club and Western sword fern.
The study also noted impressive views of Seattle, the Olympic Mountains, and Mount
Rainier from the property.
Open space won out over development and acquisition of the property was formally
authorized and funded by the 1977 session of the Washington State Legislature for seven
million dollars. Over three million dollars were raised by a State outdoor recreation bond
issue (Referendum 28), and the rest was provided by the Federal Land and Water
Conservation Fund. The official dedication of the so-named Saint Edward State Park was
on April 16, 1978. It was presided over by Governor Dixie Lee Ray, leaders from
Washington Parks and Recreation Commission, and Archbishop Hunthausen. In June of
that year, Washington’s 93rd state park was opened to the public. The St. Thomas property,
while still owned by the Seattle Archdiocese, was rented out to various organizations
including a residential drug and alcohol treatment center.
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Washington State Parks, under the mandate of their 1978 planning philosophy, strove
towards maintaining the natural character of the St. Edward beach area, forest slopes,
valleys, and “open meadows.” In developing the state park, facilities were to be kept
relatively small in size and would be designed to blend with the natural settings. The use of
native materials when possible was a desired quality, and there would be no camping
facilities. Through a cooperative agreement between the Washington Parks and Recreation
Commission and the Department of Employment Security, in 1978, a work camp was
established at the uninhabited seminary. The Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC)
housed people between the ages of 16 and 23 and paid minimum wage and room and board
for work performed in the area’s parks, including St. Edward State Park. Some of the work
included initial clean-up of the buildings and grounds after the departure of the Church and
the period of closure. The program ended and the residents moved out in 1980 due to a lack
of program funds. At this time the only resident of the seminary building was a ranger who
lived in the apartment in the former nun’s annex.
In 1981, the State legislature appropriated $480,000 from State capital funding for work at
the park during the 1981 to 1983 biennium. The monies were put to use hooking up to local
water, renovating the swimming pool, building a new parking area, and making repairs to the
heating system. A large asphalt parking area was constructed on the east side of the
seminary building, between the swimming pool and gymnasium.
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Figure 24: Contemporary photograph of parking lots and entry drive
as seen from the bell tower of the seminary building. NPS, 2006.

Funds were earmarked for a study to determine potential long-range uses for the seminary
building, however, it is unclear whether this study was actually funded. At the time, five
buildings existed on the site: the seminary building, the gymnasium, the swimming pool, the
log cabin (former “smoke shed”) and an equipment and storage shed, near the gymnasium.
The pool was renovated and re-opened in 1985 and operations were contracted to a private
concessionaire. The pool quickly became extremely popular with members of the east Lake
Washington community. In a 1992 report, St. Edward State Park was required to
“contribute toward providing people an opportunity to enhance their lives through
recreational experiences and to cause the environment to be protected, our heritage
preserved and our natural resources conserved.”27 In the interest of preserving the historic
character of the landscape, views were maintained from the high plateau to the lake through
the clearing of alder trees.
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Figure 25: Photograph of alder clearing along the swale on the
east side of the ball field, 1990. Courtesy of SESP Archives.

In 2003, a large children’s playground was built by a volunteer community group several
hundred yards southeast of the seminary building, at the edge of the entrance driveway.
Leathers & Associates of New York, was contracted to provide design and consulting
services for the elaborate play structure. 2000 volunteers contributed to the building of the
play structure over seven days. The wooden structure contains towers, slides, climbing
frames and swings.
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Figure 26: Contemporary photo of playground. NPS, 2006.

In recent years, Washington State Parks has made several additions to the park property. A
restroom has been installed beside the entrance driveway, not far from the playground. A
wood-frame, board and batten structure, the restroom is painted rust red/brown. State
Parks has also added white metal single-leaf gates in two locations along the entrance
driveway, one at the intersection of the driveway with the former service access drive, and
one near the new restroom building. A gravel turnout has been added near the gate at the
restroom, to provide parking for visitors using the football field (now a baseball field) and
the new playground.
Also, a storage shed has been added near the grotto, to house furnishings for weddings and
other grotto events. The storage shed is also a board and batten, rust red/brown painted
structure. A similar facility has been located at the rear of the gymnasium, to provide for
equipment storage. Washington State Parks has added a rectilinear asphalt parking area on
the north side of the gym, in the area once occupied by the vegetable garden and a
greenhouse. An additional over-flow parking area has also been installed further north, with
a loop layout around a large central island of native vegetation. This parking area serves
visitors hiking on trails and using the gym for various programs open to the community.
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From 1977 to 2005, the Seattle Archdiocese rented the St. Thomas property to various
agencies, including Bastyr University. After leasing the property for a number of years,
Bastyr purchased St. Thomas from the Archdiocese in 2005.
Today, St Edward State Park is regarded as a relatively pristine woodland within the densely
populated metropolitan area. The cities of Kenmore, Bothell, Kirkland, Juanita have grown
towards the park with residential subdivisions. The park is popular as a site for weddings,
picnics, nature walks, orienteering, pool and lake swimming, ball games and low-impact
outdoor activities. Wildlife is abundant and sightings of owls, cougars, deer and an
occasional bear have been reported. The lakeshore is a known Sockeye salmon spawning
site. From the time it was a source of fish, fowl, game and plant resources for the Lake
People, through its history as a logging site and then as a place of solace and learning as a
seminary, the land of Saint Edward State Park has endured many changes, including
stewardship and retention of the natural landscape. Unique within the Greater Seattle Area,
the land holds the memories of many students, priests, nuns, caretakers, rangers, nature
lovers, visitors, neighbors and recreation seekers who have resided in, tended to and enjoyed
the place. Looking to the future, Washington State Parks is currently undergoing a
Comprehensive Plan to explore potential uses of the St. Edward seminary building, while
preserving the cultural and natural resource values of the property.
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape
Historic District Boundary

This map shows the proposed historic district boundary for the Saint Edward Seminary
Cultural Landscape. Excluded elements are the recent additions of the parking lot to the
north of the gymnasium and the storm water pond area. The Bastyr University campus has
also been excluded from the historic district boundary.
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape
Existing Conditions Plan

This plan shows many of the site features within the district boundary. Features in GREEN text are historic and
contribute to the significance of the landscape. Features in RED (italics) text are non-contributing features.
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ANALYSIS & EVALUATION OF LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
Introduction to Landscape Characteristics and Features
The analysis and evaluation of landscape characteristics and their associated features
compares the physical conditions of the landscape during the period of significance, 1931 to
1955 with conditions as they exist today. The historic landscape characteristics and features
that remain today convey the integrity of the seminary landscape and contribute to the
property’s historic significance. This section of the Cultural Landscape Inventory document
identifies the landscape characteristics and their associated features that define the historic
character of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape.
Landscape Characteristics
Using the definition established by the National Park Service, landscape characteristics are
both tangible and intangible aspects of a cultural landscape that date from the period of
significance (NPS Management Policies, 2001). Collectively, landscape characteristics convey
the historic character of the landscape, and its historic integrity. They are the aspects which
give the landscape its unique qualities and cultural importance. Landscape characteristics
may be large scale patterns or they may be the result of specific construction techniques and
materials.
The following landscape characteristics of Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape retain
integrity:
•

Natural Systems and Features: natural resources that historically influenced the
development and form of the landscape and still exist today.

•

Spatial Organization: the historic arrangement of elements creating the ground,
vertical, and overhead planes that define and create spaces that still exist today.
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•

Land Use: the historic organization, functions, form, and shape of the landscape in
response to land use, that still exist today.

•

Circulation: spaces, features and materials that historically constituted systems of
movement, particularly roads and trails, and still exist today.

•

Topography: historic three-dimensional human developed configuration and
manipulation of the landscape surface characterized by features and orientation that
still exist today.

•

Vegetation: historic indigenous or introduced trees, shrubs, vines, ground covers,
and herbaceous materials that still exist today.

•

Buildings and Structures: built constructs such as the main seminary building,
gymnasium, pool, grotto, walls, etc. that were present historically and still exist today.

•

Views and Vistas: features that historically created or allowed a range of vision,
either naturally or through design and control, both panoramic and framed, and still
exist today.

•

Small Scale Features: elements that historically provided detail and diversity
combined with function and aesthetics, and still remain today.

•

Archaeological Sites: sites containing surface and/or subsurface remnants related
to the historic or prehistoric land use.
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Figure 28: Historic oblique aerial photo of Saint Edward cultural landscape
looking east in the early 1960s (SESP Archives).

Landscape Features – Contributing and Non-Contributing
Using the National Park Service definition, a landscape feature is the smallest physical
element of a landscape that can be managed as an individual unit. Landscape characteristics
may have associated landscape features that are evaluated as “contributing or noncontributing.” Contributing features were present during the period of significance (19311955) and convey the integrity of the cultural landscape. Features which are not fully
documented, but are considered most likely to have existed during the significant period are
also identified as contributing. “Non-contributing features” are those that were added to the
landscape after the period of significance and are assessed as either “compatible” or
“incompatible.” Compatible features do not date from the period of significance but fit
within the physical context of the period by demonstrating sensitivity to design, spatial
organization, building technique, material, or other quality. Incompatible features do not fit
within the physical context of the significant period and are not harmonious with the historic
design, spatial organization, building technique, material, or other quality of the cultural
landscape. Compatible features are harmonious with the historic character of the landscape
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while incompatible features weaken the historic character. The non-contributing features of
the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape were developed after 1955, either during the
late-seminary era (1956-1976) or during the State Park Era (1977 to present). Noncontributing features are also those features that existed during the significant period and
have since been altered to the extent that they have lost their historic integrity.
Condition Assessment
A condition assessment was conducted during the field inventory of landscape features that
contribute to the significance of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape. A
condition assessment is not provided for non-contributing features.
Four levels of condition assessment are used: good, fair, poor and undetermined:
•

Good Condition: indicates the landscape or feature shows no clear evidence of
major negative disturbance and deterioration by natural and/or human forces. The
feature’s cultural and natural values are as well preserved as can be expected under
the given environmental conditions. No immediate corrective action is required to
maintain its current condition.

•

Fair Condition: indicates the feature shows clear evidence of minor disturbances
and deterioration by natural and/or human forces, and some degree of corrective
action is needed within three to five years to prevent further harm to its cultural
and/or natural values. If left to continue without the appropriate corrective action,
the cumulative effect of the deterioration will cause the feature and/ or landscape to
degrade to a poor condition.

•

Poor Condition: indicates the feature shows clear evidence of major disturbance
and rapid deterioration by natural and/or human forces. Immediate corrective
action is required to protect and preserve the remaining historical and natural values.
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•

Undetermined Condition: Not enough information is available to make an
evaluation.

Analysis and Evaluation of Landscape Characteristics
Landscape characteristics and their associated features, are the tangible and intangible
attributes of the cultural landscape that individually and collectively define its character and
aid in the understanding of its cultural significance. Landscape characteristics include both
cultural and natural processes, forms, and elements that have influenced the historical
development and ongoing evolution of a landscape or are the products of its development
or evolution.
The landscape characteristics that were inventoried, analyzed and evaluated within Saint
Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape are: Natural Systems and Features, Spatial
Organization, Land Use, Circulation, Topography, Vegetation, Buildings and Structures,
Views and Vistas, Small Scale Features and Archaeological Sites. These characteristics and
their associated features were important patterns in the historical development and evolution
of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape and continue to define the historic
character and integrity of the property today.
The following narrative analyzes and evaluates the cultural landscape’s integrity by
comparing landscape characteristics and features present during the period of significance,
1931-1955, with the existing conditions.
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Natural Systems and Features
The landscape characteristic “natural systems and features” is the pattern of naturallyoccurring systems and processes that influenced the landscape historically, and still exists
today.
The overall formation of the Puget Lowland region, where Lake Washington and Saint
Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape is found, was a result of the Fraser Glaciation (18,000
years ago). During the glacial occupation, streams and rivers from the Cascades to the east
were diverted by the ice south to Olympia creating much of the landform character and
depositing the soils found on the property. Earthquakes in the area caused steep slopes to
develop along the lake’s edge, submerging old growth forests along the edge of Lake
Washington. The dramatic topographic shifts on site today are primarily recent
developments caused by fluvial erosion. The soils of the site are particularly prone to
erosion. Alderwood and Kitsap, 20 to 75% slope soils are found on the steep slopes. Severe
to very severe erosion and slippage hazards and rapid to very rapid runoff potential are
typical of these soil types. The site for the Saint Edward Seminary building rests on the ridge
top plateau of Alderwood soil, 6 to 15% slopes, consisting of well-drained gravelly sandy
loam. The plateau sits between two highly eroded riparian valleys.
The geomorphology of the site led to its development as a seminary. The inspiration for
locating the site in its location was derived from the dramatic plateau and slope relationships.
Bishop O’Dea, standing at the western edge of the plateau overlooking the steep valleys, was
drawn to the natural features of the landscape. It was unusual for such a large property to be
still undeveloped in the 1920s with its prominent location on Lake Washington. The
geomorphology of the landscape, manifest in its slopes, had made it difficult to develop for
commercial, industrial or residential uses. The institutional use of the property as a seminary
fit well with the natural features. The seclusion of the location adjacent to the amenity of
Lake Washington for both recreation and aesthetic purposes made the site a fitting choice.
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Figure 29: Contemporary photo showing the plateau site of the main seminary building (NPS, 2006).

Leveling of the building site consisted of major earth-moving operations between the
sensitive drainages. The western reaches of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape,
adjacent to the Great lawn in front of the main seminary building was developed primarily
with rugged hiking trails. The dramatic slopes and erosive, poorly-drained soils of the
riparian valleys influenced the quality of the trails. Hydrologic patterns are evident in the
design of all of the trails. Many trails required drainage structures including swales that
direct water under the surface through culverts of concrete, steel, and later, plastic tile. The
extent of the concern for storm water issues is evident in the many strategies for its
management found along the trails, and in the recent occurrence of small scale landslides (on
the Seminary and Grotto Trails). Storm water is continually eroding the riparian areas.
Storm water impacts of particular concern were noted at southeastern edge of the
recreational fields east of the main seminary building and north of the seminary grounds
along the Perimeter Trail.
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Figure 30: Contemporary image demonstrating erosion problems on the Seminary Trail (NPS, 2006).

Storm water also impacts the ecology of Lake Washington. Sediment from eroding stream
banks is deposited in alluvial fans into the lake. The outlet of the southern drainage at the
southern end of the beach area demonstrates this problem. Soils along the waterfront and
beach area are classified as Ragnar-Indianola which are generally well-drained with rapid
permeability and moderate to severe runoff potential and erosion hazard. At the beach area,
the former lake edge defined by a line of break water stones and the stone jetties of the
former dock and recreation area, shows erosion. The beach saw intensive seasonal use
during the Seminary Era. The beach has since receded with the bank being undercut by
wind and boat-generated wave action. The level of the lake is controlled by the Hiram M.
Chittenden Locks on the Lake Washington Ship Canal
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Figure 31: Contemporary photo showing bank undercutting at the beach edge (NPS, 2006).

The primary ecological communities found within the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural
Landscape are defined by topography, slope, slope aspect, soils and hydrology and may be
classified as upland plateau forest, steep-slope forest and shoreline forest. The communities
have been allowed to flourish since the logging of the landscape in the late 19th century and
minimal changes after the establishment of the seminary. Increased residential development
pressures from the north and south of the property, and increased visitation may threaten
the integrity of these communities in the future. Of particular concern is the waterfront area
which is classified as critical Sockeye salmon spawning ground.
The geomorphology, hydrology and ecological processes of Saint Edward Seminary Cultural
Landscape have evolved over time as dynamic systems. An understanding of the
complexities of the natural forces of the property is necessary for guiding management of
the landscape. The greater landform, as it is today, was formed by water. The historic
character of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape is defined in part by the
relationship between the plateau and the steep riparian valleys, and this pattern contributes
to the landscape’s integrity.
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The presence of the second growth forest also contributes to the integrity and significance
of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape. Decisions regarding vegetation
management during the period of significance resulted in the high quality, native plant
dominated forest areas. The forested areas, including the plateau, steep-slope and shoreline
communities of the property, were historically designed to provide an enveloping buffer
around the developed areas, for recreational opportunities and to create a sense of seclusion.
Of specific concern is the erosion caused by storm water runoff on sensitive soils. The
impacts of this erosion and sedimentation on the spawning grounds at the waterfront area
require further investigation. The other major concern with erosion is related to
maintenance and stabilization of current trail alignments. A consistent approach to drainage
structures and stabilization measures is needed. While invasive exotic plant species were not
inventoried for this project, areas where disturbance had occurred were seen to contain
invasive species.
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape
Natural Systems and Features

The design of the seminary landscape responded to the surrounding natural conditions of
the site. The geomorphology, hydrology and ecological processes of the landscape have
evolved over time as dynamic systems. An understanding of the complexities of the natural
forces of the property is necessary for guiding management of the landscape. The greater
landform, as it is today, was formed by water. The historic character of the landscape is
defined in part by the relationship between the plateau and the steep riparian valleys, and this
pattern contributes to the landscape's integrity. A goal of future management is to
acknowledge the natural systems and features, and plan in response to them.
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Spatial Organization
The landscape characteristic “spatial organization” is the historic arrangement of elements
creating the ground, vertical, and overhead planes that define and create spaces and still exist
today.

Figure 32: Contemporary photo of the entry drive and great lawn. The site design includes elements of
topography, vegetation, and circulation that together create a distinctive spatial organization (NPS, 2006).

The overall design of the seminary landscape consists of several themes that are derived
from historical information and from contemporary analysis. The principal spatial
organization for the landscape is one of promontory. Elevated views, as first experienced by
Bishop O’Dea from a stump near the current location of the grotto, led to the acquisition of
the property. These views at the time of the seminary’s establishment reached from Mount
Rainier to the south, to Seattle and the Olympic Mountain range to the west. The
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orientation of the main seminary building worked with this relationship, being sited on the
plateau.
A second principal for organization of the seminary landscape was to locate the main
seminary building at the core of the property, and secondary facilities or landscape spaces
around it. Architect John Graham’s initial vision was to design a radial layout for future
expansion involving the cardinal directions from the seminary building. While the original
building was never expanded according to Graham’s grand vision, the spatial organization of
the landscape did radiate out from the lines of the seminary building, though not according
to the cardinal points. Instead, spatial organization followed a rectilinear pattern at the back
(east) of the main seminary building, and in an informal, more organic pattern on the front
(west) side of the building, in order to have the building’s west grounds merge with the
natural landscape and spectacular views through a Great lawn.
A third principal for the organization of the seminary landscape was that of movement from
open space to closed space to open again. The entry drive to the seminary landscape from
current Juanita Drive NE defined a sequence of movement from open to closed to open
space. The road was designed as a sequential experience that moved fluidly along the slopes,
following contours up to the developed plateau of the seminary. The tradition for this
design is grounded in landscape architecture history. The design concepts of views along a
path, curvilinear movement with natural contours, and opening and closing of the adjacent
landscape creating darkness and light, focus and inspiration, are all derived from the
picturesque design traditions of the 18th-century. The entry drive still displays these
concepts. It begins in a wooded enclosure, a focused tunnel experience that leads to the first
opening at the recreational fields to the east of the seminary building. The drive then turns
into a designed, planted enclosure between the former tennis and handball courts and the
recreational fields. Following the enclosure the view opens again on one side with a view to
the west and the great lawn, and to the south a framed view of the orchard area. A laurel
hedge then controls the view and creates a tension before revealing the circle drive and the
main arched entry to the seminary. This sequencing of visual events is a primary spatial
organizer for the landscape, and it occurs on several scales.
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Figure 33: Contemporary photos of the hedge at the west side of the main seminary building which
creates a screen punctuated by an open view of the west entry to the building (NPS, 2006).

The spatial organization of the Perimeter Trail also demonstrates the sequential linkage of
spaces that contain surprises or events. Known in picturesque design theory as “follies,” the
elements within the spaces were meant to inspire and create a strong emotional response. A
system of sequential spaces was created along the Perimeter Trail during the period of
significance. The remaining spaces along the trail (from northeast to southwest) include the
nun’s garden, the location of the crucifix/gravesite, the grotto, and the orchard. Today the
trail still follows the edge between the forest and lawn, curving into the darkness of the
forest and returning into the light of the lawn. The sequence of spaces and the spaces
themselves were intended to inspire those walking along the trail. The Nun’s Garden
remains a place of color within the dark forest. The former location of the crucifix/gravesite
served as a memorial to the priests buried on site. The grotto is a niche-like space associated
with quiet contemplation and ceremony. The orchard is a pastoral, but ordered space that
may have been symbolic of the Garden of Eden. These spaces linked by the Perimeter Trail
represent a coherent spatial order constructed during the period of significance that still
exists today.
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Figure 34: Contemporary photo showing movement from darkness to light along the
Perimeter Trail at the orchard (NPS, 2006).

A fourth principle in the spatial organization of the seminary landscape involves a contrast
between the formal order of the main seminary buildings and the undulating great lawn and
forest. The rectilinear pattern of paths around the seminary building created direct routes to
facilities, much like a campus or urban development. The flattening of the ground plane and
terracing on the east side of the seminary building is in stark contrast to the flowing ground
of the great lawn. The lack of paths across the lawn leads to a more fluid movement and a
more naturalistic experience. The trails of the forest create a controlled, though flowing
movement. The different spatial characteristics of the seminary grounds, the lawn area, and
the forest create a varied experience transitioning from controlled movement to fluid
movement.
In conclusion, the spatial organization of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape
retains much of the character of the period of significance. The promontory, or elevated
view, has diminished with the reforestation of the sloped area, though the sense of being
raised above the lake is still evident. However, visually the relationship has been lost.
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The spatial organization of the entry drive of open to closed to open spaces still exists,
though it has diminished with the establishment of a gate and comfort station within this
sequence. Pedestrians may still experience the road and view sequence leading to the main
seminary entrance, however. A more solid screen between the former tennis and handball
courts has been lost which functioned in screening the back of the seminary building. At the
intersection of the entry drive with the service road to the back of the seminary, a large
evergreen tree has been removed and the site is now more open.
A rectilinear spatial organization still exists on the back (east) side of the seminary building
and an informal organization still exists on the front (west) side. However, the rectilinear
organization has diminished with the partial loss of the concrete path at the front of the
building, and the loss of the path at the back of the main seminary building where the pool
building was constructed. A contemporary, curvilinear asphalt path from the seminary to
the gym breaks the rectilinear nature of the formal order.
The spatial organization of the Perimeter Trail retains much of its historic character; though
the alignment has changed north of the nun’s garden, the majority of the historic sequencing
of spaces is intact. The overall spatial ordering of the seminary area terraces, the undulating
great lawn, the flowing slope trails and the opening of the beach area retains much of its
historic character. Overall, spatial organization is a landscape characteristic of the Saint
Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape that retains integrity from the period of significance.
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape
Spatial Organization: Entry Drive Sequence Diagram

The experience of the Entry Road is choreographed through the opening and closing of
spaces. The first opening is at the Sports Field, then on to the east side of the main seminary
building, now obstructed by the Swimming Pool building. The road then moves south
through a wooded area before opening on the Great Lawn. The curve of the road then
brings the visitor past a laurel hedge to the opening of the main seminary building entrance
creating a dramatic entry. Thickening the vegetated edge east of the former tennis and
handball courts would be consistent with the historic condition. The green arrows show
intact views, while the red (dashed arrow) shows a view that should be closed.
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape
Spatial Organization: Perimeter Trail Garden Niche Sequence

This map shows the sequence of garden niches, or rooms, found along the Perimeter Trail.
Beginning from the Nun's Garden to the Northeast, the path passes the Crucifix/Gravesite
Area, the Grotto, and the Orchard. The path was used during the period of significance as a
rosary path for contemplation and ritual. The green portions of the Perimeter Trail remain
in tact from the period of significance. The red (dashed) portion has been altered. It is
recommended that access to the Perimeter Trail at the Nun's Garden be strengthened.
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Land Use
The landscape characteristic “land use” is the historic organization, functions, form, and
shape of the landscape in response to land use that still exist today.

Prehistoric Use
The pre-1889 land use of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape most likely
consisted of primarily subsistence harvesting of natural resources by indigenous peoples.
Plant materials were used for food, clothing, building materials, and medicines. Fish and
wildlife were harvested for food. During this time, it may be posited that trails were
developed within the present-day property boundaries. With the lake being a center of life
for some indigenous peoples, trails would have been created connecting to, and along the
lakeshore. The North Trail follows the lakeshore and continues beyond the borders of the
property to the north and south indicating that it existed before property lines were drawn.
A cedar log-lined square depression was identified along the North Trail and may be a
potential cache used by indigenous peoples. No definitive signs of prehistoric habitation or
land use were found during site investigations.

Pre-Seminary Historic Use
Between 1889 and 1927, land use on the property included logging and is referred to as the
“Homesteading Era”. Springboard notches cut into large stumps for hand-sawing large trees
are remnants of this land use. These notches may be seen from the various trails are an
interesting reminder of the former land use. At the time, large trees were selected and felled,
leaving a few young conifers behind. The initial alignment of the entry drive, as it departs
from Juanita Drive NE, is the alignment of a logging road from this period. The alignment
of the Seminary Trail to the lakeshore is also believed to be also part of this logging road,
formerly used to drag logs to the lake for transport.
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Seminary Use, the Great Lawn
During the Seminary Era, the primary use of the landscape was educational. The institution
of the seminary included a variety of land uses which formed, shaped and organized the
landscape. The great lawn area between the front of the main seminary building and the
slope to the lake was an area designed for very large gatherings and events. The May Day
celebration brought hundreds of visitors to the property for services and oratory. The lawn,
as described in the “spatial organization” section, was also a transition zone between the
formal seminary area and the informal forest. It was used for passive recreation and
circulation access to the trails of the forested slope. Circa 1960, a baseball diamond was
sited on the Great lawn for more organized recreational activities. The Perimeter Trail was
aligned along the edge of the Great lawn area. Along this edge various groupings of trees
were planted, defining areas of shade, and potentially, gathering spaces.

Figure 35: Contemporary photo of the great lawn area as seen from the Grotto area. The open space of the
lawn creates opportunity for a wide range of recreational uses, as it did historically (NPS, 2006).
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Figure 36: Contemporary photo showing a grouping of trees creating shade along the edge of
the great lawn at the Seminary Trailhead (NPS, 2006).

The great lawn area today well represents the historic character from the period of
significance. It is still used as a transitional walking area between the seminary building and
the sloped forest and for other types of passive recreation including Tai-Chi, Frisbee, and
other exercises and games. The establishment of the baseball diamond occurred after the
period of significance, and is a compatible use. The groupings of trees have been converted
to picnic areas including the addition of concrete slabs for immovable tables. Other,
movable tables are scattered around the great lawn for flexible seating and dining
arrangements. During the summer, a stage is set up next to one of the tree groupings for
concerts and other events. Overall, the land use of the great lawn area retains integrity.

Sports Field
The baseball and soccer field east of the main seminary building retains its historic land use
as an organized recreational facility. Historic photographs reveal a shifting of sports on the
field from baseball to football to soccer. The annual “Mud Bowl” recorded in yearbooks,
pitted different grade levels in competition and was a traditional event for the seminary. The
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flexibility of the open space is apparent with multiple adaptations to various sports and uses.
The crowned turf area and swales at the east and west edges of the field demonstrate a
functional design at the time of construction during the period of significance. The sports
field east of the main seminary building retains historic integrity.

Figure 37: Contemporary photo of the sports field as seen from the Plateau Trail. Historic recreational
uses included football and baseball. Today, the field is used primarily for baseball (NPS, 2006).

Volleyball Court
Historic photographs reveal that the location and material of the sand volleyball court
remains consistent today, on the back (east-southeast) side of the seminary building. The
volleyball court is in fair condition. Horseshoe pits that existed historically are only now
legible as depressions in the ground plane, and are no longer in use.
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Figure 38: Contemporary photo of the sand volleyball in its historic location (NPS, 2006).

The Playground was recently added through a community effort to expand recreational
facilities at the park for small children. The project, completed in 2003, included volunteer
labor and professional design services. The Playground is incompatible with the historic
land use and character of the landscape during the period of significance.

Figure 39: Contemporary photo of the Playground area (NPS, 2006).
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Niche Spaces – Nun’s Garden
Niche spaces were created in the seminary landscape for solitary worship, contemplation and
ritual. The main sequence of niches is along the Perimeter Trail around the great lawn.
These spaces, the nun’s garden, the crucifix/gravesite area, the grotto and the orchard
accompanied the reciting of the rosary. Their meaning may be associated with the “joyful,
luminous, sorrowful and glorious mysteries” that are part of Catholic quotidian religious
practice.
The nun’s garden is near the former nun’s annex, east of the main seminary building. It
consists of a niche carved out of the second growth forest. Historically, a loop trail defined
the edge of the niche and led around an ornamental border of flowering shrubs.
Ornamental plants still include rhododendron, viburnum, forsythia, cotoneaster, laurel,
mountain ash, crabapple, and birch. A planted row of western red cedar defines the
northern edge of the garden. A discrete path at the rear, defined by cobble stones, leads
between planted sword ferns to the Perimeter Trail. English ivy is the main groundcover in
the border. Though overgrown, the ornamental niche still exists. The historic loop path is
still discernable as an undulation in the grass floor. The nun’s garden retains integrity of land
use, though due to lack of maintenance, is in poor condition.

Figure 40: Contemporary photo of the nun’s garden with ornamental plantings (NPS, 2006).
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The Crucifix/Gravesite Area
The crucifix/gravesite area is found along the Perimeter Trail across the great lawn nearly on
axis with the main arched entry to the seminary building. In historic photographs the
relationship between the crucifix and the entry is clearly depicted. During events on the
great lawn, the crucifix is seen in the background at the edge of the forest. The crucifix is no
longer present at the site. The crucifix/gravesite area was elevated through earthwork along
the sloping hillside creating a relatively level plane, jutting into the forest towards Lake
Washington. Plantings in the area include a ring of sword fern around a very large stump
(three to four feet in diameter) which was potentially the receptacle of the crucifix. A heavily
pleeched (pruned) and therefore knotted alder tree is also found within the defined limits of
the area. The crucifix/gravesite area retains integrity as an area, despite the lack of the
crucifix.

Figure 41: Contemporary photo looking east from the Crucifix/Gravesite area towards
the main entry to the seminary building (NPS, 2006).
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The Grotto Area
The grotto area was created close to the site of Bishop O’Dea’s exclamation of the intent to
develop the seminary on the site. Grottos are traditionally built as primitive structures
linking their users with primitive nature. They are also built as shrines and in the Christian
tradition, are associated with the nativity of Christ. The grotto area at Saint Edward was
constructed as a location for small religious gatherings. The poured concrete structure was
clad in cobble stones and dry-laid stone walls were built to retain the sunken space around
the main grotto structure. Today, the grotto still conveys its historic character. Removal of
an overgrowth of ivy has revealed the original cobble and concrete construction. The use of
the grotto area as a site for celebrations, weddings and contemplation is consistent with its
historic land use. The grotto area retains integrity and is in fair condition.

Figure 42: Contemporary photo of the grotto area showing strong bilateral symmetry reinforced
with native sword fern plantings (NPS, 2006).
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The Orchard
The orchard is connected to the other niche garden spaces along the Perimeter Trail east of
the grotto. No clear historic images of the orchard have been found for comparison to the
present condition. As a space along the Perimeter Trail, the orchard still functions in the
sequence of areas of worship, ritual and contemplation. The existing apple trees show
maintenance over time, being pruned into an open bowl-shaped scaffold with “low-heads”
or short-trunks, characteristic of fruit trees before the 1950s. The orchard space reflects the
assumed historic condition: openness within the closed forest along a closed trail. It still
functions as a focal point for those walking along the entry drive. The number of trees has
diminished over time as evidenced by depressions in the ground within the thirty-foot grid.
However, the orchard still functions as a folly, or a surprise room, just like the others along
the sequence of niches. Observations of park visitors, pausing at the orchard and reclining
in the open lawn area, leads to the conclusion that the space’s contemporary use is consistent
with its historic land use. The orchard, however, is no longer a productive or educational
space as it was historically. While the orchard retains integrity of land use, it has become
fragmented and individual trees need pruning. It is therefore in fair condition.

Figure 43: Contemporary photo of the orchard as seen from the Watertower Trail (NPS, 2006).
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The Beach
The beach functioned historically as an area devoted to active and passive recreational land
use. During the period of significance, as seen in historic photographs, the beach was a
lively place of exercise and physical exertion. It would have also functioned in passive
recreation, providing an area for reflection in the overall pattern of contemplative spaces.
Today, the beach has lost the wood diving dock and slide. Vegetative edges of the beach
have become overgrown with pioneers such as blackberry and holly. It may be inferred that
the limits of the beach area, now being encroached upon by vegetation, began at the north
end with a very large cottonwood (now with a burned out trunk), and on the south end, by a
large western red cedar. Many remnant materials exist along the waterfront, including stone
jetties, dimensional lumber, and breakwater stones which defined the former shoreline.
Other materials, including a concrete slab and several rectangular stones, are assumed to be
remnants of the beach facilities dating from the period of significance. Passive recreation is
the contemporary land use, which is consistent with the historic land use. The beach retains
integrity of land use as a passive recreational space. However, the active recreational uses
have been lost.

Figure 44: Contemporary photo of the beach area (NPS, 2006).
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Summary of Land Use Character Areas
The following chart lists the historic features of land use, indicating that overall, land use is a
landscape characteristic that contributes to the significance and integrity of the Saint Edward
Seminary Cultural Landscape.
Feature

Contributing

Compatible

Condition

Great Lawn Area

Yes

-

Good

Sports Field

Yes

-

Good

Volleyball Court

Yes

-

Fair

The Playground

No

No

N/A

Nun’s Garden

Yes

-

Poor

Crucifix/Gravesite Area

Yes

-

Fair

The Grotto

Yes

-

Fair

The Orchard

Yes

-

Fair

The Beach

Yes

-

Fair
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape
Land Use

The forest area was used by indigenous people for sustenance, then by settlers for timber.
Seminary land uses were recreational, educational, and ritual-based. This map highlights the
land use features that contribute to the significance of the landscape. The lawn areas, sports
field, volleyball court, nun's garden, crucifix/gravesite area, grotto, orchard and beach (not
shown) all contribute to the significance of the landscape. The playground, built in 2003, is
not historic and is non-contributing.
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Circulation
The landscape characteristic “circulation” is defined as the spaces, features and materials that
historically constituted systems of movement, particularly roads and trails, and still exist
today.

Roads - Entry drive and Circle
The primary road for entry into the seminary landscape during the period of significance was
the entry drive. The drive leads from present day Juanita Drive NE to the east side of the
main seminary building where it veers to the south, arcing around the great lawn to the circle
drive at the west arched entrance to the main seminary building. The entry drive was laid
out historically to provide access, but also to choreograph a sequence of landscape spaces, as
it continues to do today. The alignment of the entry drive follows the contours of the
landscape as it did historically, creating a scenic drive. The width of the road has remained
unchanged, and the surface material, asphalt, is consistent with the historic character of the
road which was improved from aggregate to asphalt during the period of significance. The
shoulder material and maintenance as a mowed vegetative edge is consistent with the historic
character of the drive. The driveway ditches or swales have a greater slope than
contemporary roads, linking their design with the historic condition. Guard post and cable
barriers adjacent to the entry drive are consistent with the historic condition. Rock barriers
are not consistent with the historic character. Culverts have been replaced, however, by
wood timber frame structures and steel pipes. The entry circle, with a raised berm in the
center at the entrance to the main seminary building is also consistent with the historic
condition. Although the entry drive and circle are no longer fully experienced by park
visitors in their vehicles, they can still be experienced by pedestrians. The entry drive and
circle retain integrity. Though modifications have occurred to the continuity of the roadway,
and to the drainage and appurtenant structures, these circulation features are in good
condition.
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Figure 45: Contemporary photo of the entry drive showing road design characteristics
and appurtenances (NPS, 2006).

Figure 46: Contemporary photo of the circle at the end of the entry drive with central berm,
statue plinth and laurel hedge (NPS, 2006).
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Service Road: Nun’s Annex Access and Parking
The service road leading west off of the entry drive for access to the loading dock at the
nun’s annex was a sod surface during the period of significance. Historic photographs reveal
that vehicles did drive on the surface, and that a series of guard posts and cables directed
traffic to the loading dock. Historic photographs also reveal that vehicles used the grass
surface to the east of the nun’s annex as a parking area, both for daily use and during special
events. The current alignment of the asphalt driveway follows the former alignment of the
access route. The area defined for parking on the grass surface, which was surfaced with
aggregate after the period of significance, does not match the current layout of the parking
lot which accommodates visitor parking for the more recent pool building. Therefore the
alignment of the access road to the nun’s annex loading dock is a contributing feature and is
in good condition. However, the parking area east of the nun’s annex and north of the pool
building is non-contributing and is incompatible with the historic character of the cultural
landscape.

Figure 47: Contemporary photo of the service road splitting off from the entry drive east of
the main seminary building (NPS, 2006).
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Gymnasium Access Road
The current access road to the gymnasium is used to reach the North Trail trailhead and a
new loop parking area recently constructed to the north of the gymnasium. The gymnasium
access road has been resurfaced with asphalt, though it was originally surfaced with
aggregate. The alignment of the access road matches the historic alignment until it reaches
the new asphalt parking area. The gymnasium access road, as it leads to the garage openings
at the east of the gymnasium, retains integrity and is in good condition. The north extension
of the road to the new loop parking area is not historic.

Parking Areas
The historic patterns of parking during the period of significance were primarily informal
and event-related. Parking occurred on the great lawn during May Day celebrations and
other well-attended events. The loading dock area at the back of the nun’s annex began as a
grass turnaround defined by post and cable guard rail. Historic photographs show
automobiles parked haphazardly on the grass south of the gymnasium. With the
establishment of the state park, daily vehicular visitation and usage increased and parking
facilities were expanded or created.

Main Parking Area
The main parking area is located east of the main seminary building on a terraced area at the
former location of tennis and handball courts. The poured concrete and asphalt surface of
the parking lot is the original paved surface of the historic tennis and handball courts. A
large rock boulder to the south of the parking lot is seen in historic aerial photographs of the
tennis and handball courts. A new aggregate access driveway from the maintenance road has
been placed on the northern slope of the terrace. The surface still reveals the joints of the
original concrete pour with newer asphalt patching. The striping of the former tennis and
handball courts is still visible on the surface. The concrete walls and net posts have been
removed to facilitate the use as a parking area.
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The main parking area on the terrace to the east of the main seminary building is a historic
feature, though not as a parking area, but as tennis courts (and the former pavement of
handball courts). This feature is in fair condition. Contemporary use of the ball courts as a
parking area is incompatible with the historic character of the landscape. The aggregate
access drive from the maintenance road is a non-contributing feature, and is incompatible.

Figure 48: Contemporary photo of the main parking area for state park visitors,
formerly the tennis and handball courts (NPS, 2006).

North of Gymnasium
The parking area directly north of the gymnasium is in an area that was historically a
vegetable garden and the site of the log “smokers” cabin. The area was paved after the
period of significance, and during the State Park Era. Another parking area further north
was developed later. It is a loop road with angle parking along the outside edge and a pocket
of forest retained during construction. This area is being developed as an interpretive native
plant restoration project by a volunteer group. The parking areas north of the gymnasium
are non-contributing and incompatible with the historic character of the cultural landscape.
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Figure 49: Contemporary photo of parking area north of the gym added after significant period (NPS, 2006).

Entry Drive Parking Area
A large aggregate turnout, added adjacent to the entry drive accommodates visitor parking
for baseball games and the new playground area. An aggregate turn-around area was also
added at the road gate. These recent additions are non-contributing and are incompatible.

Figure 50: Parking turnout along entry drive added after significant period (NPS, 2006).
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Paths
Rectilinear paths have traditionally related strongly to the buildings of the seminary. The
paths reinforce the character of the building cluster as formal and linear, and distinguish the
cluster from the more organic lines of the Great lawn and the forest. The main paths for the
seminary were constructed adjacent to the main seminary building and connected the
primary arched entry with the secondary entry on the west side of the building; and the
primary east entry with the secondary east entry. Paths connected to other buildings and
facilities including the gymnasium to the north, the tennis and handball courts to the east,
and the circle drive to the west. The paths also created quadrangle spaces adjacent to the
seminary building that were used for passive and active recreational activities.
Constructed of Portland cement concrete, many of the paths from the period of significance
still exist today, though several segments have been lost, or have been replaced or resurfaced.
The pad of concrete at the primary east entry landing has been replaced. The axis created by
the path at the primary east entry is still intact. It leads east across the top terrace, to a set of
stairs down to the lower terrace (now a parking lot, formerly tennis and handball courts).
The path is now adjacent to the pool building entry. Portions of the concrete of this main
axis have been replaced. The paths that formed a quadrangle to the east of the main
seminary building have been removed. Only the landing is still present at the secondary
entry on the east side of the building. On the west side of the building the section of path
that had linked the primary arched entry with the secondary entry has been removed. This
section of path had reached to the south end of the seminary building. Its absence now
breaks the rhythm of movement at the front (west side) of the seminary. The path from the
west main arched entry to the west entry of the gymnasium is intact. The path from the
nun’s annex to the west entry of the gymnasium is also intact. Segments of path that
provided access to the log cabin and temporary structures north of the seminary have been
removed. However, overall, the majority of paths adjacent to the main seminary building
retain historic integrity. They are in fair to good condition.
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Figure 51: Contemporary photo of the historic path leading from the gymnasium to the great lawn
and main seminary building (NPS, 2006).

Figure 52: Contemporary photo of the historic path parallel to the west façade of the main
seminary building (NPS, 2006).
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Figure 53: Contemporary photo of a missing segment of path at the west edge of the main
seminary building (NPS, 2006).

Figure 54: Contemporary photo of the missing path segment on the east side of the main seminary
building, most likely removed at the time of construction of the pool building (NPS, 2006).
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Trails
Both historic and contemporary trails exist in the cultural landscape. As discussed earlier,
trails served historically to connect the sequence of niche areas in the landscape, to transition
from formal to informal spaces, and link destinations within and outside the boundary.
Trails have probably existed in the landscape for as long as humans have occupied the
region. Trails from the period of significance reflect circulation patterns on the site that
were both functional and recreational. Historic trails possess specific qualities that define
their connection with the period of significance. Qualities of historic trails include the
following: linking spaces that are known to be historic; having characteristic design
components such as drainage channels, surface material, crown, retaining structures and
cross section; demonstrating age through erosion, compaction, or durability; having served a
different function previous to the Seminary Era, such as a logging road; having wellrevegetated cut slopes, created through trail construction; and/or having been identified in
historic oral or written accounts of the seminary.
Today’s trail user may be a mountain biker, hiker or runner. Since the historic period, new
trails have been developed for specialized users, and to separate conflicting uses. Historic
trails, with their increased intensity of use as state park trails, have been impacted. Their
form has evolved over time, and the structures that sustain them reflect different strategies
for stabilization. The following list of images first identifies the historic trails of the cultural
landscape, followed by the non-historic trails.
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Historic Perimeter Trail

Figure 55: Contemporary photo of the historic Perimeter Trail, connecting a sequence of niche spaces along
the edge of the Great lawn. The trail leads in and out of the shade of the forest (NPS, 2006).

Historic Seminary Trail

Figure 56: Contemporary photo of the historic Seminary Trail, once a logging road that led from the
plateau to the beach. The geometry of the trail indicates its construction as a road (NPS, 2006).
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Historic Grotto Trail

Figure 57: Contemporary photo of the historic Grotto Trail. Because of its steepness, multiple retaining
structures were built to stabilize the trail, including retention by logs (NPS, 2006).

Historic Orchard Loop

Figure 58: Contemporary photo of the historic Orchard Loop trail. Along the narrow trail, openings occur that
may have been intentionally designed. They appear to be in areas of cut that were used to fill at steeper
locations in the trail’s alignment (NPS, 2006).
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Historic South Canyon Trail

Figure 59: Contemporary photo of the historic South Canyon Trail. Its alignment along a riparian valley edge
and areas of deep tree root erosion date this trail to the period of significance (NPS, 2006).

Historic South Ridge Trail

Figure 60: Contemporary photo of the historic South Ridge Trail. Soil compaction from years of use is
evident along the trail. Erosion is evident in numerous locations, exposing tree roots (NPS, 2006).
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Historic Plateau Trail

Figure 61: Contemporary photo of the historic Plateau Trail. Recent additions to the trail include a
raised area retained by dimensional lumber. Areas of poor drainage are evident (NPS, 2006).

Historic North Trail

Figure 62: Contemporary photo of the historic North Trail. The trail’s steep alignment through
the northern riparian valley was built with multiple resting areas (NPS, 2006).
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Historic Arrowhead Trail

Figure 63: Contemporary photo of historic Arrowhead Trail, known as the “7-11” Trail to seminarians. Trail
has culverts with dry-laid stone headwalls and a “v”-shaped drainage ditch beside cut slopes (NPS, 2006).

Non-Historic Trails
Entrance Trail

Figure 63: Contemporary photo of the non-historic Entrance Trail along the entry drive. Trail includes new
light fixtures, a barrier where the trail parallels the road and ornamental plantings, such as Vinca (NPS, 2006).
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Watertower

Figure 64: Contemporary photo of the non-historic Watertower Trail, linking St. Edward with St. Thomas in
1958. Seminarians used the trail to attend classes. The alignment took the most efficient route (NPS, 2006).

Juanita and Volunteer Trails

Figure 65: Contemporary photo of the non-historic Juanita Trail, built in 1997 by volunteers (NPS, 2006).
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Figure 66: Contemporary photo of the non-historic Volunteer Trail built by the Backcountry Bicycle Trails
Club in 1997. Obstacles installed along the trail enhance the mountain biking experience (NPS, 2006).

Social Trails

Figure 67: Contemporary photo of a non-historic social trail that is a spur off of the historic Arrowhead Trail.
Many unofficial, unmaintained social trails exist within the landscape (NPS, 2006).
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Summary of Circulation Features
Feature: Roads

Contributing

Compatible

Condition

Entry drive

Yes

-

Good

Nun’s Annex Access Road

Yes

-

Good

Gymnasium Access Road

Yes

-

Good

Main Parking Area

Yes

-

Fair

North of Gymnasium

No

No

N/A

Entry Drive Parking

No

No

N/A

Nun’s Annex Parking

No

No

N/A

Playground Area

No

No

N/A

Feature: Paths

Yes

-

Fair

Perimeter

Yes

-

Good

Seminary

Yes

-

Fair

Grotto

Yes

-

Fair

Orchard Loop

Yes

-

Good

South Canyon

Yes

-

Fair

South Ridge

Yes

-

Fair

Plateau

Yes

-

Fair

North

Yes

-

Good

Arrowhead

Yes

-

Good

Entrance

No

Yes

N/A

Watertower

No

Yes

N/A

Juanita

No

Yes

N/A

Volunteer

No

Yes

N/A

Social Trails

No

Yes

N/A

Feature: Parking Lots

Feature: Trails
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This map shows the main circulation patterns within the cultural landscape. The entry road,
paths around the seminary, and the trails of the forested areas are the primary systems of
movement on the property. Contributing circulation features are labeled in black. Noncontributing circulation features are labeled in red (italics).
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Topography
The landscape characteristic “topography” is defined as the historic three-dimensional
human developed configuration and manipulation of the landscape surface characterized by
features and orientation, that still exist today.
A large amount of earthwork was performed in the historic development of the seminary
landscape. While the natural landform provided a plateau on which to build, a great amount
of leveling of the land surface was required for the development of the facilities on the site.
Topography at Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape, as discussed earlier, gave rise to
the spatial organization of the promontory, perching the main seminary building above Lake
Washington. Manipulation of topography also defined distinct areas within the property: the
level seminary building terrace, ball courts terrace, the sports field terrace, and the great lawn.
The historic terraces and the transitions between them are still extant in the landscape.

Seminary Area
The terrace of the main seminary building transitions to the rear (east) via a set of poured
concrete stairs in a 1:2 turf slope to a lower terrace of the former tennis and handball courts.
This articulate manipulation visually screened the recreational area from the academic zone
around the main seminary building. On the front façade (west), the main seminary building
terrace transitions into the slightly undulating topography of the great lawn area via the edge
of a concrete path. To the south and east, the main terrace transitions up to a grouping of
evergreen and deciduous trees near the present day playground. To the north and east, the
main terrace rises slightly to the foundation of the gymnasium. Site plans for the gymnasium
indicate significant manipulation of the landform to the north and east of the structure to
transition to the forest edge. Adjacent to the main seminary building’s east and north
façades a 1:2 engineered slope provides light to the basement level. The level area at the toe
of the slope has a pea-gravel French drain.
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Figure 68: Contemporary photo of the historic slope adjacent to the east entrance to the main seminary
building serves to screen the main parking area; formerly the tennis and handball courts (NPS, 2006).

Figure 69: Contemporary photo of the historic slope at the secondary east entrance to the main seminary
building allowing light to enter the basement and providing emergency egress (NPS, 2006).
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Great Lawn Perimeter
Topography was manipulated at the edge of the great lawn to create niche spaces or garden
rooms. Land was either filled and leveled, or excavated and then leveled to form spaces at
the edge of the plateau. At the grotto, topography was manipulated to create a sunken
garden room, reinforcing a sense of seclusion and intimacy. At the crucifix/gravesite area,
an upward slope to the level space created a sense of transcendence. At the orchard, the
landform was leveled as an extension of the great lawn, allowing easy visual access.

Figure 70: Contemporary photo of topography at the edge of the great lawn near the grotto (NPS, 2006).

Figure 71: Contemporary photo showing the Great lawn transitioning from level topography at the seminary
building into undulating topography further out (NPS, 2006).
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Topography and Circulation
The entry drive was designed and constructed to follow the existing topography, and to
enhance the scenic experience of entering the seminary landscape. Sweeping curves allowed
for an encounter with a sequence of open, closed and then open spaces, to build a sense of
arrival. The rectilinear paths of the seminary area were aligned as straight lines along the
leveled terrace of the building to reinforce the formality of the land use. The trails were
generally aligned to minimize the need for topographic changes, however, some cut and fill
was needed to build across slopes, and to accommodate drainage, resting or viewing areas.

Figure 72: Contemporary photo of the entry drive integrating with the surrounding topography (NPS, 2006).

Figure 73: Contemporary photo of the Orchard Loop Trail depressed beside the orchard (NPS, 2006).
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In conclusion, topographic manipulations were historically used to reinforce the spatial
organization of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape. These large scale
manipulations were executed during the formative years of the seminary’s development and
are still legible as intentional ordering strategies that add to the character of the landscape.
Overall, the topography as designed retains integrity and contributes to the significance of
the cultural landscape.
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape
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This map shows characteristic topography of the site. The majority of site development
occurred on the plateau between two riparian corridors. The steep slopes surrounding the
plateau added to the dramatic nature of the site, and partially led to its selection for the
seminary development. The core seminary area is terraced to create a multi-layered
engineered landscape. This area is outlined in green. The great lawn and east lawn areas
were graded as an undulating terrain that transitions from the regularity of the planar
seminary area. This area is blue. The rest of the site is defined by steep slopes cut by
riparian corridors. The topographic character of the developed area contributes to the
significance of the landscape. The edges between the undulating terrain and the terraced
area are particularly important to maintaining the character of the landscape.
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Vegetation
The landscape characteristic “vegetation” is defined as indigenous vegetation manipulated by
the historic development of the landscape, or plant materials introduced during historic
development, that still exist today.
Two styles of planting were used historically in the seminary landscape to create different
effects, and these styles are still evident today. A mixture of formal and informal planting
styles was used in the core developed area. The formal style was used for plantings
associated with buildings and followed rectilinear lines, displaying symmetry and regularity.
Formal style plantings were composed of ornamental, non-native plants. The informal style
was used for plantings that transitioned from the core developed area into the natural
environment, and consisted of irregular and curvilinear plant compositions, using native
plants in an ornamental manner, to blend into the surrounding natural environment. A third
vegetation type, indigenous native vegetation, was historically conserved during the
construction of the landscape, to provide a scenic envelope around the core developed area.

Historic Informal Style Plantings

Figure 74: Historic sketch by Graham shows the seminary anchored by informal plantings (SESP Archives).
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Seminary Area
Architect John Graham’s intent for informal style plantings near the main seminary buildings
is captured in a historic sketch, as well as a site plan drawing. In the sketch, the main
seminary building is anchored by towering evergreen and deciduous trees. Single evergreen
trees define entrances and are present in the foreground and background. The informal style
complements the formality of the building’s Lombardy Romanesque architectural style.
Today, groupings of informally planted trees occur at the northeast and southeast corners of
the main building and serve to frame the building when viewed from the great lawn on the
west.

Figure 75: Contemporary photo showing the main seminary building anchored by tree groupings (NPS, 2006).

Gymnasium Area
On the southeastern side of the gymnasium, a grassy slope is planted with western red cedar,
madrona, and rhododendron. This informal style planting continues the pattern of
evergreen groupings adjacent to the main seminary building.
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Great Lawn Area
Informal style plantings in the great lawn area historically created shady areas and
emphasized the grand, picturesque character of the lawn space. Near the edge of the lawn,
informal style plantings broke up the line of the forest edge and provide texture, merging the
great lawn with the natural environment. Today, these informal groupings define a
backdrop for the seasonal stage on the lawn and for the baseball diamond. Picnic tables and
horseshoe pits have been placed in the shade of the tree groupings on the northwestern edge
of the lawn.

Figure 76: Contemporary photo showing a historic maple sheltering a space in the great lawn (NPS, 2006).

Entry Drive and Comfort Station
An informal style plant grouping at the intersection of the main entry drive and the service
road, historically defined a transition. Today the grouping consists of several laburnum
trees, a hawthorn tree and a grouping of ferns. Historic photographs indicate a large
evergreen tree at the intersection that would have had greater presence in marking the
southwards transition in the entry drive.
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Figure 77: Contemporary photo of an informal style planting at the intersection of the entry drive and the
service road, lacking a gateway tree, which was historically a tall evergreen (NPS, 2006).

On the west side of the sports field adjacent to the entry drive, informal style historic
plantings line the edge of the drive. The vegetation screens the sports field from the
seminary and provides a “closed” moment within the entry drive sequence. The irregular
line of trees east of the drive provides filtered shade used for spectators and picnickers.
Along the west side of the drive, the historic plantings have become fragmented. Historic
photographs indicate a more solid line of trees was planted between the tennis and handball
courts and the entry drive at the top of the terrace slope. Today, some trees have been lost
and the former screen has been opened, revealing parked cars and the newer swimming pool
building from the entry drive.
Further south along the entry drive another historic grouping of informal style plantings is
located near the contemporary comfort station. Between the parking lot (historic ball
courts) and the comfort station, multi-stemmed trees, several big leaf maples and a weeping
willow are present. To the west behind the comfort station, a historic grouping of mature
Douglas fir trees are located. To the south, another historic informal group of plantings
includes salal, nootka rose, tree rhododendron, big leaf maple, fir and western sword fern.
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Figure 78: Contemporary photo showing a historic grouping of informal style plantings spanning
the entry drive, creating a ‘closed’ moment within the entry sequence (NPS, 2006).

Playground Area
The historic informal style plantings near the comfort station transition to the area north of
the playground. Here, a historic grouping of large Douglas fir and western red cedar defines
a shady area for sitting. The grouping creates a focal point on the great lawn and punctuates
the space of the east lawn area, near the volleyball courts and flagpole.

Figure 79: Contemporary photo of a historic grouping of trees defining an edge to east lawn area (NPS, 2006).
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Nun’s Garden
The nun’s garden is a niche in the sequence of spaces along the Perimeter Trail. The space
of the garden is defined by the informal style plantings. The garden’s flowering shrubs and
trees along a curvilinear path were recorded in historic aerial photographs. The plants of the
informal border include tree rhododendron, viburnum, English laurel, sword fern,
cotoneaster, English ivy, forsythia, raspberry and blackberry. Historic crabapple, birch,
western red cedar, and mountain ash trees are also found there. The plantings of the Nun’s
Garden, although informal in their character, were probably well-maintained by the nuns
during the period of significance. Maintaining the garden was the nuns’ only outdoor
pastime, and was probably their only regular encounter with nature.

Figure 80: Contemporary photo of the nun’s garden showing a garden room defined by a
border of flowering shrubs and specimen trees (NPS, 2006).

Crucifix/Gravesite Area
The crucifix/gravesite area contains some informal style plantings, though the majority of
plants are native vegetation of the second growth forest. Today, the forest almost
completely surrounds the niche space, though historically, it was more exposed to the main
seminary building. An extant ring of sword ferns was planted around a tree stump that may
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have been the receptacle for the crucifix. A dead tree, probably an alder, stands sentinel at
the entry to the space.

Figure 81: The crucifix/gravesite area is defined by vegetation and includes a planted ring of ferns
around a large tree stump, and a standing dead tree at the entry to the space (NPS, 2006).

Historic Formal Style Plantings
Seminary Area
Historic photographs reveal formal style plantings along the west façade of the main
seminary building, following the rhythm of the architecture. Today, the west façade retains
this pattern of vegetation. On the north side of the main arched entry, multiflora shrub
roses alternate with camellias. An Irish yew planted on the façade breaks the rhythm of the
planting. On the southern side of the west façade, columnar arborvitae alternate with
camellia following the rhythm of the building columns and fenestration. Low-growing
juniper (Juniperus sabina tamarisifolia) has been planted in front of the taller shrubs. Two
Chamaecyparis pisifera shrubs frame the main arched entry to the seminary building. A
rounded evergreen shrub is planted at the southwest entry to the seminary. Together, these
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formal plantings reinforce the stature of the seminary building, and evoke a grand and exotic
character, mirroring the architectural style.

Figure 82: Contemporary photo showing the historic formal style of plantings in front of the seminary
building. Here, the arborvitae, camellia, and juniper amplify the rhythm of the architecture (NPS, 2006).

On the east side of the main seminary building a tall western juniper defines the secondary
entry at the southern end of the building. At the main east entrance to the seminary, a
formal plant bed is located north of the entry along the south wall of the nun’s annex. The
bed was recorded in historic photographs. It contains several species of flowering shrubs
including rhododendron, azalea, pieris, spirea, lilac, magnolia, hydrangea, mock orange and
mugo pine. Small trees present include crabapple and columnar arborvitae. This historic
plant bed continues the pattern of formal style ornamental plantings along the foundation of
the building, though with less regularity and severity than the formal plantings along the
front (west) façade. Also observed to the north side of the stairs was a stump of a former
evergreen tree or shrub. To the south of the stairs, a dwarf laurel (Prunus laurocerasus var.
“Otto Luyken”) has been planted and is pruned in a rectangular shape.
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Figure 83: Contemporary photo of historic formal style plantings on the south side of the nun’s annex
with a mix of evergreen and deciduous shrubs (NPS, 2006).

Gymnasium Area
Formal style plantings were planted around the foundation of the gymnasium building. The
southern foundation plantings include herbaceous perennials iris, dahlia and daylily mixed
with lilac, smoke tree, wisteria, yucca, variegated holly and spirea shrubs. Rhododendron, iris
and sword fern dominate the northern foundation. Irises and roses grow along the west
side. These plantings were not recorded in historic photographs, but are consistent with the
historic pattern of foundation plantings at the nun’s annex.

Figure 84: Contemporary photo of formal foundation plantings on north side of the gymnasium (NPS, 2006).
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Hedges
Three areas of formal style English laurel hedge plantings were established in the cultural
landscape. Today, these hedges range in height from eight to ten feet, though during the
historic period, they would have ranged from three to five feet tall. Each hedge is
maintained as a rectilinear block. All of the hedges were clearly recorded in historic
photographs. One hedge is located west of the intersection of the service road and the entry
drive. The hedge was likely planted to screen the view of the service road from the tennis
and handball courts. Another hedge is located along the entry drive, on the eastern edge of
the road. The intent of this planting was to create a visual screen that opens up to reveal a
dramatic view of the main entrance to the seminary building. The hedge follows the
alignment of the drive and is a component of the arrival sequence. The third hedge is
planted to the north of the rectilinear path to the main entry to the seminary building. The
hedge curves in contrast to the straight path, appearing to lead pedestrians around to the
gymnasium to the north. A small break in the hedge opens up a view to the head of the
historic Seminary Trail.

Figure 85: Contemporary photo of the formal style hedge on the west side of the seminary building which
guides pedestrians to the gymnasium to the north (NPS, 2006).
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The Grotto Area
While the plantings of the grotto have been renewed over time, they retain the formal style
of the plantings in the period of significance. Historic photographs reveal relatively spare
formal plantings around the grotto structure, though by the early State Park Era, the
structure was completely covered with English ivy. Today, the character of the formal
plantings is more lush than spare, and surrounding native vegetation has thickened and
encroached overhead. Within the space, the formal plantings define the perimeter and
circulation of the grotto. Approaching from the great lawn, the plant beds on either side of
the entry space are planted with a mixture of evergreen and deciduous plants including
huckleberry, sarcococca, sword fern and lilac. A solitary hawthorn tree (also known as a
“Mayflower tree”) stands in the open lawn of the entry space and may be connected
historically with the annual May Day ceremony.
Along the steps leading down to the sunken grotto space, heather, sword fern, salal,
sarcococca, euonymus, and iris are planted. Trees around the upper edge include cherry and
madrona. Sword fern, huckleberry, hydrangea, and rhododendron are planted in the sunken
area. Historic columnar arborvitaes abut a wooden fence with euonymus, sword fern,
daylilies and salal filling the western border. An arborvitae and a hydrangea flank either side
of the grotto structure and two mature sword ferns anchor the steps to the grotto. Some
changes to the formal plantings of the grotto were made in an Eagle Scout Project in 1996.
The project involved the repair of the dry-laid stone rockery retaining walls, the addition of
brick steps and path, the addition of a pressure treated wood retaining wall and the planting
of daylilies. While the daylilies add lushness to the formal style plantings, they are suffering
from shading by encroaching native tree canopies. These canopies have filled in,
significantly darkening the grotto area since the historic period, and closing views out to the
lake. While the formal plantings are in fair to good condition, many would benefit from less
heavy shade.
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Figure 86: Contemporary photo of the grotto showing the formal style symmetrical plantings
along the border and the forest edge which define the space (NPS, 2006).

The Orchard
The orchard is another niche space along the Perimeter Trail. It is a formal space within the
natural forest. Though no close-up historic photos of the orchard have been found, historic
aerial photos show the distinctive grid pattern of orchard trees. A planted row of western
red cedar screens the orchard from the entry drive. The area is defined on two sides by
trails: the Orchard Loop Trail to the west and the Watertower Trail to the east. The western
edge includes two cherry trees and a line of evergreen trees creating a permeable edge along
the trail. The southern edge of the space is second growth successional forest. The other
fruit trees of the orchard are apple, appearing to date to the 1940s (approximately 60 years
old). The trees are planted in a thirty foot grid and the grid is oriented to the north along the
line of the entry drive.
The orchard trees were well maintained in their early years, to develop an open-bowl (or
vase-shaped) scaffold of structural branches. These branches emanate from a low head or
short trunk of the tree, characteristic of fruit trees grown before the 1950s. After the 1950s,
clonal dwarfing rootstocks were adopted by growers and this changed the form of fruit trees.
With dwarfing rootstocks, the overall tree form was miniaturized, and a proportionately
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taller trunk was trained through pruning, to prevent fruit-laden branches from touching the
ground. The apple trees in the orchard of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape
belong to an earlier era of orchard horticulture, when trees were grown on seedling
rootstocks, to create full size trees. Between 1880, when the United States Department of
Agriculture was formed, and the end of World War II, full size fruit trees were low-headed
with short trunks to make the large canopy more accessible for maintenance and harvesting.
The apple trees appear to consist of a number of unidentified varieties, and would have
provided edible fruit for the seminarians. The orchard trees have been encroached upon by
the overhead canopies of surrounding forest trees, and they are suffering from too much
shade and bear little fruit. Gaps in the orchard grid indicate tree losses over time. Overall,
the orchard still retains the character of an orchard from the Seminary Era and contributes
to the integrity of the cultural landscape.

Figure 87: Contemporary photo of the orchard with historic apple trees and sour cherries (NPS, 2006).

Non-Historic Formal Style Plantings
Swimming Pool Area
The southern, northern and eastern facades of the swimming pool building were planted
with formal style plantings after its construction in the early 1970s. The south side of the
pool building area has a modern exposed aggregate concrete patio furnished with modernstyle raised concrete planters. These are planted with heavenly bamboo (Nandina domestica)
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and large mugo pine (Pinus strobus), which are characteristic of planting designs from the
1970s. These are incompatible with the historic character of plantings in the cultural
landscape. The east and west facades of the pool building contain formal style plantings of
mixed evergreen and deciduous shrubs. These plantings were installed after the period of
significance but are more consistent with historic formal style plantings on the seminary
grounds and are considered compatible..

Figure 88: Contemporary photo of the incompatible raised concrete planters with heavenly bamboo
and mugo pines on the south side of the swimming pool building (NPS, 2006).

Comfort Station
A pruned hedge of dwarf laurel (Prunus laurocerasus var. “Otto Luyken”) was planted along
the entry drive in front (east side) of the comfort station in recent years. The hedge is
located atop a wood board retaining structure and is pruned in a rectangular form. While
hedges were part of the formal style plantings of the seminary landscape historically, this
contemporary hedge is considered incompatible. This is because the whole group of recent
additions in this area, including the comfort station, retaining wall, hedge, entry gate and
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parking turnout are inconsistent with the historic scenic character of the entry drive, and
detract from its visual unity.

Figure 89: Contemporary photo of the hedge of Otto Luyken Laurel in front of the newer comfort station and
gate on the entry drive. This group of additions to the cultural landscape is out of character and is considered
incompatible (NPS, 2006).

Native Vegetation
Native vegetation is the third type of vegetation in the Saint Edward Cultural Landscape,
after formal style and informal style plantings. Native vegetation was conserved during the
development of the seminary landscape, to create a scenic envelope around the core
developed area. The envelope provided a buffer screen which isolated the seminary and
provided opportunities for forest trails. After logging activities in the late 19th-century, and
clearing in the early 20th-century for the core developed area, the forest envelope was set
aside to recover naturally, with minimal interference. Today, three forest communities are
found in the cultural landscape as a result of this conservation effort. These are the plateau,
steep-slope and shoreline communities. These forest communities now comprise one of the
largest wooded areas beside Lake Washington. The plateau community has big leaf maple,
alder, western red cedar, Douglas fir, willow and madrona as the main over-story species.
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The lush, plateau understorey includes sword fern, bracken fern, maidenhair fern, devil’s
club, Oregon grape, huckleberry and elderberry. The steep-slope forest community includes
an over-story of hemlock, western red cedar, Douglas fir, big leaf maple, red alder, and
madrona. The steep slope under-story consists of salmonberry, salal, Oregon grape, a range
of ferns, devil’s club and other native plants. Along the lakefront in close proximity to the
beach area, the shoreline community contains cottonwood with a mixture of alder, big leaf
maple, salal, and a range of ferns and grasses. These communities of native forest are part of
the historic design intent for the seminary landscape, and were conserved by design during
its development. Over time, the ecological richness and value of the forest has increased.
Today, native vegetation retains integrity as a cultural landscape vegetation type and
contributes to the significance of the landscape.

Figure 90: Contemporary photo showing a trail through the forest of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural
Landscape. Trails link three forest communities. Hemlock, western red cedar and
Douglas fir dominate the forest (NPS, 2006).
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Figure 91: Contemporary photo showing the shoreline forest community of the beach area which includes
cottonwood, red alder and big leaf maple. (NPS, 2006).

One of the problematic issues described in the landscape characteristic “natural systems and
features” is erosion. The native vegetation of the forest slopes is susceptible to damage by
erosion. Recent slides along the trails have made erosion a priority for stabilization efforts.
Root structure is one method of stabilization, and the revegetation of sensitive slopes with
native plant materials that fit the defined plant communities will assist in the amelioration of
the problem (along with the addition of compatible drainage and retaining structures as
needed). Areas along the newly designed and constructed Juanita and Volunteer Trails are
beginning to show problems with erosion caused by heavy use and insufficient drainage
design. This will affect the health of the native plant communities if unaddressed.
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Summary of Historic and Non-Historic Vegetation
Vegetation: Informal Style

Contributing

Compatible

Condition

Seminary Area

Yes

-

Fair

Gymnasium Area

Yes

-

Fair

Great Lawn Area

Yes

-

Good

Entry Drive and Comfort Station

Yes

-

Fair

Playground Area

Yes

-

Good

Nun’s Garden

Yes

-

Poor

Crucifix/Gravesite Area

Yes

-

Fair

Seminary Area

Yes

-

Fair

Gymnasium Area

Yes

-

Good

Hedges

Yes

-

Fair

The Grotto

Yes

-

Fair

The Orchard

Yes

-

Poor

Swimming Pool Area

No

No

N/A

Comfort Station

No

No

N/A

Vegetation: Native Forest

Yes

-

Fair

Vegetation: Formal Style

Contributing Features

Non-Contributing Features
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape
Vegetation: Formal and Informal

Two styles of planting were used historically in the seminary landscape to create different
effects, and these styles are still evident today. Contributing vegetation is labeled GREEN,
non-contributing vegetation is labeled RED (italics). A mixture of formal and informal
planting styles was used in the core developed area. The formal style was used for plantings
associated with buildings and followed rectilinear lines, displaying symmetry and regularity.
Formal style plantings were composed of ornamental, non-native plants. The informal style
was used for plantings that transitioned from the core seminary area into the natural
environment, and consisted of irregular and curvilinear plant compositions, using native
plants in an ornamental manner, to blend into the surrounding natural environment.
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Buildings and Structures
The landscape characteristic “buildings and structures” is defined as built constructs, such as
the main seminary building, the gymnasium, and grotto, etc. that were present historically
and still exist today.

Historic Structures
Main Seminary Building
The main seminary building is the most prominent structure within the Saint Edward
Seminary Cultural Landscape. As the central organizing element for the site, the landscape
was design to radiate out from the building in all directions. The architect, John Graham Sr.,
a locally and regionally important architect, designed what may be considered a “major
example of late Beaux-Arts symbolism” with Saint Edward Seminary. The overall
ecclesiastical form of the building design has been called Lombardy Romanesque, evident in
the bell tower, the red-tile pitched roof, the arched entrance doors, windows and alcoves,
and in the restrained ornamental concrete details. The footprint of the building consists of a
main axis punctuated by a bell tower off-center to the north. The building is constructed of
structural concrete with brick veneer. The primary façade is on the west side of the fivestory, ninety-thousand square foot building. The main entry stairs lead to the ground floor
which is raised approximately four feet above the adjacent landscape. The basement level is
partially exposed through a regular slope allowing light to the lower reaches of the building.
The building is sited to take full advantage of dramatic views over Lake Washington to the
south and west. As a reflection of the Depression Era of the early 1930s, the building
records a time of practicality and economy though still inspires. The main seminary building
is a historic building that contributes to the integrity and significance of the Saint Edward
Seminary Cultural Landscape. The condition of the structure is poor and in need of
stabilization primarily due to water damage.
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Figure 91: Contemporary photo of the Lombardy Romanesque seminary building with
bell tower, red-tile roof and arched windows (NPS, 2006).

Gymnasium (Park Office)
The construction of the gymnasium in 1950 was a sign of greater prosperity for the
seminary. The addition of the fitness facility was at a time of peak enrollment and
educational programs. The building fit well with the main seminary building, demonstrating
sensitivity to the proportion, massing, roof pitch, materials and details of the main building.
A south addition to the gymnasium after the period of significance was built in a more
modern style that does not complement the architectural character of the original building or
the main seminary building. Like the gymnasium, the addition was sheathed in brick, but
was designed with a flat roof and modern clearstory windows. This addition is considered to
be incompatible with the historic character of the gymnasium and cultural landscape.
Another addition on the west side of the gymnasium was designed to be compatible,
following the dentil pattern of the original gable roof and matching the brick veneer of the
original building. Today, the gymnasium is a well used building in the park, serving as the
main park office, and as a community center serving athletic, theater and other groups. The
park office is also the primary visitor contact station for the park, and visitors frequently
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enter seeking park information and using the rest rooms and refreshment machines. While
one addition is incompatible, overall, the gymnasium building retains integrity and
contributes to the significance of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape. The
condition of the structure is good.

Figure 92: Historic photo of the gymnasium as photographed in 1958 remains unchanged
today and is the most-used building in the park (SESP archives, 1958).

Water Tower
The water tower was the first structure in the seminary landscape to be completed. Erected
in 1931, the water tower stored and served the seminary with potable water. The riveted
plate steel tank has a capacity of 100,000 gallons and the steel truss tower reaches to 148 feet
in height. The four-legged tower’s red roof linked it stylistically with the red tile roof of the
seminary building. Today, the water tower is a visual landmark in the landscape and from
across Lake Washington, and is a reminder of the relative isolation of the seminary from
utility infrastructure in the early days of development. It is located near the intersection of
the Watertower Trail and the South Ridge Trail at the southwestern corner of the Bastyr
University campus (former Saint Thomas Seminary). Historically, the water tower was
surrounded by forest. Since 1958, the tower has been surrounded by a parking area.
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Though the immediate setting of the water tower has been altered, the actual structure
retains integrity and contributes to the significance of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural
Landscape. It is in good condition.

Figure 93: Contemporary photo showing the water tower of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape,
today surrounded by a parking lot serving Bastyr University campus (NPS, 2006).

The Grotto
From the time of Bishop O’Dea’s exclamation at the site, the location of the grotto has held
great importance to the property. The presence of the structure underscores the religious
underpinnings of the cultural landscape. The structure remains a concrete three-sided
structure with an arched roof, sheathed in a cobblestone veneer. The open side has an
angular arch that reveals a concrete slab altar adorned with rounded cobblestone. The
exposed floor of the structure is paved in brick. The interior size of the grotto is
approximately thirty square feet. Used as a ritual space of prayer and contemplation during
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the Seminary Era, the grotto has since become a socially and culturally important site for
religious and secular ceremonies and celebrations. The structure was sensitively rehabilitated
in 1956, and English ivy was carefully removed from the structure in recent years. The altar
lacks the original statue of St. John Vianney, though visitors still use it as a receptacle for
various religious offerings and secular items. The grotto structure retains integrity and
contributes to the significance of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape. It is in fair
condition as re-tuckpointing of the cobblestone is needed.

Figure 94: Contemporary photo of the cobblestone veneered concrete grotto structure with altar (NPS, 2006).

Non-Historic Structures
Swimming Pool Building
The addition of the swimming pool in the early 1970s sought to enhance the recreational
opportunities for seminarians and faculty. The structure’s function fit well with the
recreational facilities of the area, which already contained tennis and handball courts,
volleyball court, horseshoe pits, and the gymnasium. However, the building did not fit well
within Graham’s site plan, or within the existing spatial organization of the main seminary
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building and the gymnasium. Construction of the building intruded upon a historically open
lawn quad with rectilinear paths, and the building’s design lacked sensitivity to its
architectural context. The 1976 design included large modular brick façades, modern
fenestration and a low-rise and shallow pitched roof. The pool building interrupted the high
historic view of the main seminary building from the entry drive, and caused the
redevelopment of the former ball courts and service area as visitor parking. Today, the pool
is a well used and highly valued local recreational asset. It serves the community with local
school swimming competitions, public swimming, and educational sessions. The swimming
pool building is not historic and does not contribute to the significance of the Saint Edward
Seminary Cultural Landscape. It is an incompatible feature of the cultural landscape.

Figure 95: Contemporary photo of the swimming pool building, added in 1976. It is considered
incompatible with the character of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape (NPS, 2006).

State Park Structures: Comfort Station, Storage Sheds, Restrooms at Beach
Five state park structures have been added during the State Park Era, to support visitor
services. These wood board or board and batten structures are painted rust red/brown, and
are consistent with contemporary state park architecture using a simple form. One structure
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is the comfort station located along the entry drive at the main gate leading to the great lawn.
Another is a shed at the entry space to the grotto, for storing furniture and equipment for
special events. Another shed is found northeast of the north gymnasium parking lot for
temporary storage of equipment. The other contemporary structures are two pit toilets
located east of the beach area at the terminus of the Grotto and Seminary Trails. While
these structures attempt to be simple and easily recognized by visitors, they are not as
unobtrusive in the cultural landscape as they could be. The bright color, shallow pitched
roof and contemporary windows of these structures identify them as modern additions, and
they detract from the historic character of the cultural landscape. As non-historic structures,
the state park structures do not contribute to the significance of the Saint Edward Seminary
Cultural Landscape. Due to their intrusive character, they are considered to be incompatible.

Figure 96: Contemporary photo of one of two contemporary pit toilets at the beach area (NPS, 2006).
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Figure 97: Contemporary photo of a modern storage shed at the grotto area (NPS, 2006).

Figure 98: Contemporary photo of the modern comfort station at the entry drive
parking turnout/ new gate area (NPS, 2006).
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The Playground
The playground structure was assembled by a group of volunteers and professionals in 2003.
The playground includes towers, slides, ladders and swings. The design style approaches
medieval architecture. Attracting young children and families, the playground is a center of
activity and energy in the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape. As the playground
structure is contemporary, it does not contribute to the significance of the Saint Edward
Seminary Cultural Landscape. The playground structure does not blend well with the
historic character of the seminary landscape, and is considered to be incompatible.

Figure 99: Contemporary photo of the playground structure, constructed in 2003 (NPS, 2006).
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Summary of Historic and Non-Historic Buildings and Structures
Buildings and Structures

Contributing

Compatible

Condition

Main Seminary Building

Yes

-

Poor

Gymnasium

Yes

-

Good

Water Tower

Yes

-

Good

Grotto

Yes

-

Fair

No

No

N/A

Comfort Station

No

No

N/A

Storage Sheds

No

No

N/A

Restrooms at Beach

No

No

N/A

Playground

No

No

N/A

Contributing Structures

Non-Contributing Structures
Swimming Pool Building
State Park Structures:
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape
Buildings and Structures: Core Seminary Area

This map shows the buildings and structures of the core seminary area. The historic
structures that contribute to the integrity of the cultural landscape include the main
seminary building, gymnasium, water tower (not shown), and grotto (not shown). Noncontributing structures include the swimming pool building, comfort station, playground,
and other park structures (not shown here). Contributing structures are labeled in black.
Non-contributing structures are labeled in red (italics).
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Views and Vistas
The landscape characteristic “views and vistas” is defined as features that historically created
or allowed a range of vision, naturally or through design and control, and still exist today.
The seminary landscape was designed with sensitivity and intentionality towards views, and
yet many views have been lost over time. The footprint of the main seminary building was
oriented with respect to the visual asset of Lake Washington. Historic photographs and
interviews with former seminarians reveal that expansive views existed to the south, west
and north, reaching Mount Rainier, Seattle and the Olympic Mountains, and the north shore
of Lake Washington, respectively. The view of the seminary from the western shore of Lake
Washington was photographed and presented in published materials promoting the
seminary. The seminary’s visual prominence over the lake was celebrated. Interior views, or
views within the landscape were also intentionally choreographed through its development.
As discussed in the landscape characteristics “circulation” and “land use,” the physical
sequencing of movement related strongly to serial views. Moving from closed to open to
closed spaces along the entry drive and around the Perimeter Trail, provided an experience
for seminarians and their visitors. The view from Saint Edward to the water tower provided
a point of reference for residents and visitors.
With the growth of the successional forest along the edges of the great lawn, atop the steeply
sloped hills, all of the views south, west and north have been lost. In the early years of the
seminary’s history when vegetation at the lawn’s edge was thin, expansive open views
dominated. Historic documentation indicates that as vegetation matured and created a more
opaque edge, seminarians thinned the vegetation at specific locations at the lawn’s edge and
at sites along trails to provide framed views. Locations of these framed views included the
grotto area and the crucifix/gravesite area, and at a bench overlook area at the edge of the
great lawn. In the early years of the State Park Era, some clearing and opening of views was
performed. Currently, view shed maintenance is not practiced, and former view apertures in
the forest canopy have closed. This has had a negative impact on the historic character of
the cultural landscape. However, this impact is reversible.
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Entry drive Views
The primary entry drive views retain historic integrity as a sequence of open and closed
spaces. A tree buffer that historically screened the former tennis and handball courts from
the entry drive has become thin, however, and the high view to the main seminary building
from the entry drive has been compromised by the addition of the pool building. Despite
these changes, the view sequence of the entry drive retains integrity and contributes to the
significance of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape. Its condition is fair.

Figure 100: Contemporary photo of an open view of the great lawn and from the entry drive (NPS, 2006).

Main Seminary Building Views
The visual connection of the main seminary building to the Water Tower is intact. Views
across the lake to the south, west and north have been obscured. Views of the forest edge
across the great lawn are intact with groupings of vegetation creating irregularities and
texture to the margin. Overall, views from the main seminary building contribute to the
historic character of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape. However, they are in
poor condition.
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Figure 101: Contemporary photo of the view to the west from the main seminary building. The view no
longer reaches to the Olympic Mountains as forest vegetation obscures the distant vista (NPS, 2006).

Views from Grotto Area
Historically designed views from the grotto area have been obscured by vegetation. The
viewpoint has lost integrity and these views no longer contribute to the significance of the
Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape.

Views from Crucifix/Gravesite Area
Historically important views from the crucifix/gravesite area to the lake and to the seminary
building have been obscured by vegetation. The viewpoint has lost integrity and these views
no longer contribute to the significance of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape.
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Summary of Historic Views and Vistas
As indicated below, while some historic views and vistas remain, the majority have been lost
due to obscuring vegetation. However, these views may be reconstructed, through
vegetation management.
Views and Vistas

Contributing

Compatible

Condition

Entry Drive Views (framed)

Yes

-

Fair

Main Seminary Building Views

No

-

N/A

Views from Grotto Area (framed)

No

-

N/A

Views from Crucifix/Gravesite Area

No

-

N/A

(Panoramic)

(framed)
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FOREST EDGE
FROM CRUCIFIX/
GRAVESITE AREA

TO WATER TOWER
FOREST EDGE
GREAT LAWN

FROM GROTTO AREA

Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape
Views and Vistas

This map shows the contributing and non-contributing views. The views of the main entry
drive sequence is shown on a more detailed map. Views that contribute to the significance
of the landscape are shown in green. Views that historically contributed to the landscape,
but have been lost, are shown in red (dashed). Recommendations include the maintenance
of contributing views (GREEN) from the main seminary building (to water tower, great
lawn and forest edge; and the potential opening of specific historic views (RED - dashed) at
the grotto and crucifix/gravesite area through the thinning of vegetation and creation of an
aperture.
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Small Scale Features
The landscape characteristic “small scale features” refers to the small elements that
historically provided detail and diversity in the landscape, combining function and aesthetics,
and still remain today.
Many of the small scale features of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape from the
period of significance have been lost. The religious statuary that was historically found
above the entry to the main seminary building, on the plinth at the circle drive, and on the
altar of the grotto has been removed. The original wood post and cable barrier that was
located along the entry drive has been removed. A main focal point during the period of
significance, the crucifix, has been removed as has the catholic ladder which had been
located within the great lawn. Thus, only a few small scale features that date from the period
of significance remain.

Historic Small Scale Features
Plinth at Circle Drive
The plinth at the circle drive was once the receptacle for a statue of the Madonna and Child.
The concrete plinth is positioned in its historic location in the central berm of the circle
drive. Today, the plinth is adorned with a brass plaque commemorating the designation of
Saint Edward State Park on April 16, 1978. Though it lacks the original statue, the plinth is
one of the few historic small scale features of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural
Landscape. The plinth is in fair condition.
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Figure 102: Contemporary photo of the historic plinth on the circle drive berm,
with commemorative brass plaque (NPS, 2006).

Culverts and Drainage Structures
Some of the culverts and drainage structures from the Seminary Era are still present along
the trails of the property. Historic culverts with stone headwalls are found along the
Arrowhead Trail. Contemporary culverts and drainage structures made of plastic or steel
pipe with wood or concrete headwalls are found throughout the trail system. These are noncontributing small scale features.
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Figure 103: Contemporary photo of a historic stone-faced culvert headwall on the
Arrowhead Trail (NPS, 2006).

Figure 104: Contemporary photo of a non-contributing brick culvert headwall along the Watertower Trail
(NPS, 2006).
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Non-Historic Small Scale Features
To facilitate public access and visitor comfort during the State Park Era, numerous small
scale features have been added to the landscape. These features, such as picnic tables, trash
receptacles and gates are non-historic, and do not contribute to the integrity and significance
of the cultural landscape. Some of these non-contributing features are discrete by design,
however, and may be considered compatible. Other designs are intrusive upon the historic
character of the cultural landscape are considered to be incompatible.

Summary of Historic and Non-Historic Small Scale Features
Small Scale Features

Contributing

Compatible

Condition

Plinth at Circle Drive

Yes

-

Fair

Stone Culvert Headwalls

Yes

-

Fair

Contemporary Culverts

No

No

N/A

Kiosks

No

No

N/A

Water Fountains

No

No

N/A

Signage

No

No

N/A

Trash Receptacles

No

No

N/A

Gates

No

No

N/A

Concrete Picnic Pads

No

No

N/A

Picnic Tables

No

No

N/A

Benches

No

No

N/A

Water Hydrants

No

No

N/A
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Archeological Sites
The landscape characteristic “archaeological sites” refers to locations containing surface and
subsurface remnants related to historic or prehistoric land use. These sites broaden the
understanding of the cultural landscape during the period of significance, and may be used to
restore features over time.

Tennis and Handball Courts
The handball and tennis courts may be considered an archeological site as the striping and
concrete joint patterns of the former courts still exist, delineating the former extent of the
facility. The main park parking lot now occupies the former site of the tennis and handball
courts.

Figure 105: Contemporary photo of the concrete pad of the former tennis courts, with construction joints still
evident on the pavement; now used as a parking lot (NPS, 2006).
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Figure 106: Contemporary photo of striping (in yellow) of former tennis court (NPS, 2006).

Beach Area
The beach area is considered an archeological site as the ruins of former jetties and a
bulkhead are still present along the shore of Lake Washington. The shore has eroded
leaving the rock of the beach bulkhead out in the lake. Flat rocks are seen underwater
adjacent to the bulkhead stones. Jetties, of the same rock as the bulkhead, jut out into the
lake revealing the former edges of the swimming area. These are potentially the footings for
the former dock and slide structures.

Figure 107: Contemporary photo of the rock jetty of the former dock and swimming area (NPS, 2006).
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Figure 108: Contemporary photo showing a line of rocks that formerly defined the beach area
bulkhead (NPS, 2006).
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GENERAL TREATMENT GUIDELINES
Introduction to Treatment
The purpose of these general treatment guidelines is to provide recommendations for the
future preservation of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape with sensitivity
towards the period of significance, from 1931-1955. The treatment guidelines are based on
the findings from historical research and analysis and evaluation of the existing conditions of
the landscape. The guidelines seek to influence future physical development in the Saint
Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape in order to retain the historic integrity of the
landscape, its characteristics and historic features. The guidelines include strategies to
reverse incompatible changes that have occurred since the period of significance. Treatment
seeks to preserve the integrity of the property, while allowing for continued and new use as a
state park, and as a center of community activity.
These treatment guidelines follow the standards and guidelines established by the U.S.
Secretary of the Interior, National Park Service. The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
the Treatment of Historic Properties and the National Park Service’s Guidelines for the
Treatment of Cultural Landscapes provide the philosophical framework for cultural
landscape treatment. This treatment chapter is organized into four sections: “Management
Philosophy and Approach,” “General Treatment Goals and Objectives,” “Specific Feature
Treatment Recommendations,” and “Long Term Treatment Recommendations.”
Management Philosophy and Approach
The Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape is historically significant for its association
with the early expansion of the Catholic Church into the Pacific Northwest, and for its
design as a distinctive composition of John Graham, a master designer. The new
programmatic elements introduced to the property during the State Park Era, and future
programmatic requirements of the evolving park landscape necessitate a strong
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determination to preserve the remaining high integrity characteristics and elements of the
property. Management of these contributing resources with the addition of new features
and elements developed sensitively to the historic context will provided for future
maintenance and enhancement of the landscape’s integrity.
The new identity of the landscape as a state park melds well with the former identity of the
property as a seminary. Historically the seminary institution facilitated multiple
opportunities for passive and active recreation; sought to maintain and enhance the health of
the natural environment; instilled a sense of meaning and association in the design and
sequencing of spaces and features; and worked to create culturally significant experiences.
Directives of the state park include providing citizens with recreational experiences,
protecting the environment, preserving heritage landscapes, and conserving natural
resources. The similarities in philosophies as practiced by the seminarians and as expressed
and practiced by the Washington State Parks may lead to a positive future for development
of the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape.
Though changes have occurred since 1955, much remains of the historic cultural landscape.
Some of the characteristics and features of the period of significance have been lost. In
identifying those characteristics and features that remain, and planning for their future
management, a preservation philosophy will ensure that the Saint Edward Seminary Cultural
Landscape retains integrity over time and continues to reflect and embody the values and
intents of the landscape’s originators. In the case of historic characteristics and features that
have been altered or lost, treatment strategies can seek to restore the integrity of the
landscape’s characteristics and features while adapting to new uses of the property.
This management philosophy and approach includes interpretation. The meaning and
associations of the landscape characteristics and features may be interpreted by individuals
visiting the park. However, a comprehensive interpretive plan and program will create value
in the landscape for park visitors. It would serve to translate the intricacies of the
significance of the site to the population, and allow for a shared story of the development of
the landscape from past geologic history and events to the design and development of the
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seminary. These interpretive opportunities are identified within the general and specific
treatment guidelines.
General Treatment Guidelines
In developing preservation and rehabilitation strategies for the landscape it is necessary to
define overarching guidelines. In following these guidelines, landscape managers will
facilitate the new uses of the developing state park, retain the integrity of the property, and
strengthen the historic character of the cultural landscape. General guidelines for managing
the cultural landscape as a cultural resource are provided for each landscape characteristic:
Natural Systems and Features, Spatial Organization, Land Use, Circulation, Topography,
Vegetation, Buildings and Structures, Views and Vistas, Small Scale Features, and
Archeological Sites.

Natural Systems and Features: General Guidelines


Design and plan responding sensitively to the natural systems of the property as
demonstrated historically in the siting of structures and alignment of roads, paths,
and trails;



Preserve and enhance the high quality second growth forest communities;



Reduce erosion and soil compaction detrimental to the landscape’s hydrology and
ecology;



Implement consistent approaches to storm water management and erosion;



Mitigate and interpret the effects of urban storm water on Lake Washington ecology;



Interpret the landscape’s geological history as it pertains to the historic development
of the cultural landscape.
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Spatial Organization: General Guidelines


Preserve and enhance the quality of the promontory (high point of the seminary
landscape historically overlooking Lake Washington);



Preserve and enhance the sequential patterns of the site’s design and development on
the entry road and along the Perimeter Trail;



Preserve the character of the three primary spatially articulated areas: the flattened
seminary area, the undulating great lawn and the steep forest slopes.

Land Use: General Guidelines


Interpret historic land uses including the logging era and the pre-settlement era;



Further develop educational opportunities;



Preserve and enhance historic active and passive recreational opportunities;



Explore the re-instatement of historic recreational activities;



Preserve and reinforce the identity of the contemplative garden niches along the
Perimeter Trail;



Interpret historic rituals and meaning of garden niches along the Perimeter Trail.

Circulation: General Guidelines
Preserve the entry drive’s alignment as the primary access to the property;



Preserve the circle drive as the primary arrival point at the main seminary building;



Facilitate parking with sensitivity to historic character of landscape;



Preserve and enhance paths adjacent to the main seminary building and gymnasium;



Preserve and enhance physical design of historic trails;



Preserve and enhance the experiential opportunities of trail users.
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Topography: General Guidelines


Preserve the topographic patterns and edges of the main seminary area, and great
lawn area;



Preserve and enhance circulation patterns’ (roads, parking lots, paths, and trails)
response to topography.

Vegetation: General Guidelines


Preserve and enhance contributing informal vegetation patterns at specific locations;



Preserve and enhance contributing formal vegetation patterns at specific locations;



Remove non-contributing vegetation patterns at specific locations;



Preserve and enhance natural vegetation patterns;



Supplement and enhance existing contributing plantings;



Replace historic plantings that have been lost;



Develop and implement plant palettes for informal and formal planting at specific
locations;



Develop and implement maintenance plans for informal and formal vegetation
patterns at specific locations.

Buildings and Structures: General Guidelines


Preserve and enhance contributing buildings and structures: the main seminary
building, the gymnasium, the water tower and the grotto;



Mitigate negative impacts of non-contributing buildings and structures on cultural
landscape by screening;



Develop and implement future development plans that include the removal of noncontributing buildings and structures and construction of compatible facilities;



Develop architectural design guidelines sensitive to the styles, materials, details and
construction techniques of historic structures;
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Replace non-contributing buildings and structures with compatible designs;



Interpret historic architectural styles, materials, details and construction techniques.

Views and Vistas: General Guidelines


Preserve and enhance views from the entry drive sequence;



Preserve and enhance views from the main seminary building;



Restore specific framed views from the main seminary building;



Restore specific framed views from the grotto and crucifix/gravesite areas.

Small Scale Features: General Guidelines


Preserve and enhance remaining historic small scale features;



Develop design guidelines sensitive to the historic styles, materials, details and
construction techniques of the contributing buildings and structures and contributing
small scale features;



Replace non-contributing small scale features with compatible or neutral designs.

Archeological Sites: General Guidelines
Perform research to understand more clearly the form of archeological sites;



Preserve archeological sites;



Interpret archeological sites.
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Specific Feature Treatment Recommendations
These recommendations address, in more detailed terms, specific treatment
recommendations that seek to strengthen the historic character of the landscape. These
recommendations are organized by specific areas or features.

Great Lawn Area: Specific Treatment Recommendations


Maintain passive recreational opportunities in open space;



Continue use of historic great lawn for seasonal events including temporary stage
and other large group events;



Remove non-historic baseball backstop to restore open lawn character;



Restore grass where damaged by baseball activities;



Provide more appropriate seating areas through development of compatible small
scale feature (furnishings) guidelines at the lawn’s edge;



Remove non-secured picnic tables from lawn area.

Sports Field: Specific Treatment Recommendations


Continue use of historic sports field for active recreation;



Preserve historic slope on east side of sports field, remove volunteer plants and
restore a grass slope for spectator seating;



Maintain south end of sports field to prevent encroachment of native forest;



Provide more seating options under trees at west side of sports field;



Clear drainage swale at east and south perimeter of fields to preserve historic ditch
line and increase drainage;



Maintain drainage swale vegetation as mowed grass and herbaceous plants, clear of
woody plants.
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Volleyball Court and Horseshoe Pits: Specific Treatment Recommendations


Restore historic horseshoe pits west of volleyball court;



Maintain historic volleyball court with clean grass cut edge.

The Playground: Specific Treatment Recommendations


Maintain naturalistic vegetation to the west of playground area;



Add plantings from informal style plant palette to more fully screen playground area
from great lawn area.

Nun’s Garden: Specific Treatment Recommendations


Restore the historic path and historic plant bed along the boundary;



Remove invasive vegetation;



Remove naturalizing whips and seeded natives;



Prune existing flowering shrubs to allow recognition of individual shrubs;



Prune existing trees to maintain health;



Clear vegetation back to allow room for plantings;



Enhance link to Perimeter Trail;



Remove English ivy from trees;



Site picnic tables in a more appropriate, permanent location;



Interpret former use of the area as a garden created by cloistered Sulpician nuns.

Crucifix/Gravesite Area: Specific Treatment Recommendations


Retain historic pollarded alder tree, which shows historic pruning efforts;



Maintain, through mowing or brush-cutting, the edge of the historic space and the
forest;
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Maintain historic ring of sword ferns encircling large stump at the center of the
space;



Consider opening historic view aperture to the west;



Interpret former use of the area as a burial site for former faculty priests.

The Grotto: Specific Treatment Recommendations


Rehabilitate historic grotto structure by re-tuckpointing to repair cobble veneer;



Enhance historic bilateral symmetry of planting beds, walls and paths with
symmetrical plantings;



Remove hydrangea and replace with matching evergreen shrubs at front of grotto
structure;



Remove recently constructed redwood retaining structures and replace with dry laid
stone retaining walls to match historic detail;



Remove recently installed modular paving units and replace with brick paving to
match historic basketweave detail;



Remove sarcococca, daylilies, and euonymus from planting beds and replace with
historically appropriate plant species including huckleberry, sword fern, heather and
iris;



Remove sour cherry trees and madrona from west side of grotto planting beds to
better differentiate opening of lower grotto area and prevent structural damage
caused by root growth;



Replace dying arborvitae at fence in-kind;



Relocate storage shed to further set back and more inconspicuous from lawn area;



Paint storage shed dark brown to be inconspicuous;



Better delineate access trails at the edge of the lawn leading to grotto structure;



Consider opening historic view aperture (150’ wide) to restore view to lake through
selective thinning of forest;



Consider thinning of forest surrounding grotto area to provide more light for
vegetation;
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Interpret former use of the area as a space for religious ceremonies and
contemplation.



The Orchard: Specific Treatment Recommendations


Preserve historic open space of the orchard;



Stabilize historic orchard trees through pruning of suckers, crossing branches and
removal of dead wood;



Replace dead historic apple trees in kind: grind stumps and replace soil before replanting in same location;



Develop further the 30’ grid of the orchard by planting more trees including three
apple trees with open bowl, low-headed (short trunk) habit. Propagate replacement
trees from existing tree scionwood;



Remove overstorey surrounding orchard, clearing vegetation back 30’ from trunks of
existing apple trees to provide more light;



Interpret former use of the area as a space for fruit cultivation and contemplation.

The Beach: Specific Treatment Recommendations


Manage, through mowing or brush-cutting, volunteer vegetation around edges of
historic beach opening back to mature trees;



Reestablish historic bulkhead and jetty at waterfront using existing rock.

Circulation: Roads – Specific Treatment Recommendations


Retain existing historic alignments of entry drive, nun’s annex access road, and
gymnasium access road – widening of the historic entry drive is not recommended,
as this will alter the intimate historic character of the road and entry sequence;
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Continue management of historic roadside shoulder vegetation by mowing;



Remove non-historic appurtenance details including log barriers and rock barriers;



Develop guard post and cable barrier detail sensitive to historic detail to replace noncontributing roadway delineators;



Consider powder coating/painting road gates and pipe railings dark brown and add
reflectors to gate, to render these features less conspicuous in the landscape, while
making the gates still visible to drivers.

Circulation: Parking Lots – Specific Treatment Recommendations


Develop a parking plan for management of future vehicular parking pressures;



If needed, expand parking facilities north of the gymnasium and north of the
swimming pool, (outside of the proposed historic district boundaries), potentially
through the use of a parking structure, to reduce the density of parking visible upon
entry to the seminary landscape;



Consider removing non-historic parking from former tennis and handball courts –
development of a parking structure on the site of the former tennis courts/handball
courts is not recommended;



Remove aggregate parking area from entry drive (at gate) and revegetate with
materials from the informal style plant palette.

Circulation: Paths – Specific Treatment Recommendations


Maintain historic central axes to main east and west entries to main seminary
building;



Reinstall former historic concrete paths west of the main seminary building;



Retain existing historic concrete paths;



Repair paths, when necessary, with Portland cement concrete;



Repair paths, when necessary, at existing width and with matching joint interval;



Replace social trail from parking area/tennis courts to entry road/comfort station
with a universal access ramp with a stable, slip resistant surface;
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Consider adding a path for access to the comfort station from the playground.
Revegetate eroded slope adjacent to entry road between the comfort station and
playground with materials from the informal plant palette.

Circulation: Trails – Specific Treatment Recommendations


Retain existing historic trail alignments, whenever possible;



Resurface trail tread, when necessary, with ¾ “ minus crushed aggregate combined
with a clay/silt/loam mix;



Develop a consistent trail retaining wall detail, sensitive to the historic character of
the landscape;



Develop a set of consistent trail culvert/drainage details, sensitive to the historic
character of the landscape;



Develop an erosion mitigation plan for trail system;



Continue limitation of mountain bike use on trails with severely erosive soils;



Consider developing viewpoints at historic locations by opening historic view
apertures;



Consider future improvement of non-historic trails with details sensitive to the
historic character of the landscape.

Vegetation: Informal Style – Specific Treatment Recommendations


Develop an informal style plant palette to manage future informal plantings:
including Douglas fir, western red cedar, madrona, salal, Indian plum, Oregon grape,
western sword fern, deer fern, huckleberry, and other native plant species;



Maintain, enhance, and add to historic informal style plantings adjacent to the
seminary area to frame main seminary building;



Maintain, enhance, and add to historic informal style plantings adjacent to
gymnasium;
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Maintain mowed ground cover, or earthen surface beneath informal style groupings
at the great lawn perimeter;



Reestablish informal style plantings between entry drive and former tennis and
handball courts;



Reestablish gateway evergreen tree at intersection of entry drive and nun’s annex
access road;



Reestablish informal style plantings on the east side of entry road at gate near
comfort station;



Maintain historic informal style plantings at intersection of entry drive and nun’s
annex access road;



Maintain historic informal style plantings at comfort station and playground area;



Maintain historic understorey plantings at informal style grouping near comfort
station.



Vegetation: Formal Style – Specific Treatment Recommendations


Develop a formal style plant palette to manage future plantings: including columnar
arborvitae, camellia, rhododendron, and grandiflora and multiflora rose;



Consider removing non-historic junipers and sun scorched camellia from southwest
side of main seminary building. Replace camellia with a more full sun-tolerant
species;



Maintain historic formal planting of columnar arborvitae at southwest side of main
seminary building;



Maintain historic evergreen shrubs at main entry to seminary building;



Enhance or replace historic grandiflora and multiflora roses and camellia at
northwest side of main seminary;



Remove non-historic herbaceous perennial plant materials from formal style planting
beds;
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Remove non-historic mugo pines and heavenly bamboo from south end of
swimming pool building and replace with plant materials from formal style plant
palette;



Add plant materials from formal style plant palette to formal planting beds at
gymnasium, swimming pool and nun’s annex;



Remove formal hedge and wood plank retaining wall at comfort station. Replace
with graded slope planted with native ground cover from informal style plant palette;



Replant area east of comfort station, now an aggregate turn-around, with plant
materials from the informal style plant palette;



Maintain historic formal hedges at nun’s annex access road, entry drive, and main
seminary building entrance;



Prune formal historic hedges to five feet in height and retain existing width.

Vegetation: Native Forest – Specific Treatment Recommendations


Develop a forest management plan to promote healthy successional patterns in
forest and ecological richness of species;



Develop a native forest plant palette to manage future restorations including species
associated with the three primary forest communities;



Investigate and mitigate erosion and compacted soil concerns along trail system, as
related to native forest vegetation health;



Manage invasive exotic species;



Restore eroded areas with appropriate native forest plants from community palettes.

Buildings and Structures – Specific Treatment Recommendations


Consult historical architect to develop plan for rehabilitation of the main seminary
building, and preservation of the gymnasium building, water tower, and grotto;
Rehabilitate main seminary building;



Maintain and preserve gymnasium building;
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Maintain and preserve water tower;



Maintain and preserve grotto structure,



Screen equipment shed north of gymnasium. Paint white door and facility dark
brown;



Develop architectural design guidelines for new facilities sensitive to the styles,
materials, details and construction techniques of historic structures;



Replace state park-added structures with compatible designs, sensitive to elements of
the historic structures.

Views and Vistas – Specific Treatment Guidelines


Maintain historic entry drive view sequence: closed at plateau forest, open at sports
field, closed east of former tennis and handball courts, open at east lawn, closed at
laurel hedge, open at main seminary building entry;



Maintain historic views from seminary building across great lawn, to water tower, to
informal planting areas and to feathered forest edge;



Consider opening and maintenance of historic framed views from grotto area to the
west;



Consider opening and maintenance of historic framed views from crucifix/gravesite
area to the west.



Small Scale Features – Specific Treatment Recommendations


Maintain and preserve historic plinth at circle drive;



Consider installation of appropriate sculptural element on plinth;



Maintain and preserve historic stone culvert headwalls;



Develop design guidelines sensitive to the historic styles, materials, details and
construction techniques of the contributing buildings and structures and contributing
small scale features;



Develop compatible design details for new drainage features;
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Develop compatible design details for new kiosks;



Develop compatible design details for new water fountains;



Develop compatible design details for new signage;



Develop compatible design details for new trash receptacles;



Develop compatible design details for new gates;



Develop compatible design details for new flexible picnic seating;



Develop compatible design details for new event seating;



Develop compatible design details for new benches;

Archeological Sites – Specific Treatment Recommendations
Interpret former historic use of main parking area as tennis and handball court;



Consider restoring former tennis and handball courts;



Interpret former beach area facilities;



Reestablish rock bulkhead and jetty at beach area.
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Circulation: Specific Treatment Recommendations

Roads: Detail
Retain existing alignments of
contributing roads; Retain ditch
slopes and ditch vegetation;
Continue management of roadside shoulder vegetation by
mowing.

Remove non-historic
appurtenance details including
log barriers and rock barriers.

Develop guard post and cable
barrier detail sensitive to
historic detail to replace
non-contributing roadway
delineators.

Consider powder coating/painting
road gates and pipe railings dark
brown and adding reflectors to gate.

Roads (shown in detail)
Retain existing alignments of entry drive, nun's annex access road,
and gymnasium access road;
Resurface, when necessary, at the existing traveled way width;
Retain ditch slopes and ditch vegetation;
Continue management of roadside shoulder vegetation by mowing;
Remove non-historic appurtenance details including log barriers and rock barriers;
Develop guard post and cable barrier detail sensitive to historic detail to replace
non-contributing roadway delineators;
Consider powder coating/painting road gates and pipe railings dark brown and
adding reflectors to gate.
Parking Lots
Develop a parking plan for management of future vehicular pressures;
Focus parking areas north of the gymnasium and north of the swimming pool;
Consider removing parking from former tennis and handball courts;
Remove aggregate parking area from entry drive and replant with materials from
the informal style plant palette.

Trails: Detail
Retain existing trail alignments,
whenever possible; Consider
future improvement of noncontributing trails with details
sensitive to the historic condition.

Resurface trails, when
necessary, with rounded
aggregate.

Develop a consistent retaining
wall detail, sensitive to the
historic condition; Develop a set
of consistent culvert/drainage
details, sensitive to the historic
condition.

Continue limitation of mountain bike
use on trails with severely erosive soils;
Develop an erosion mitigation
plan for trail system.

Paths
Maintain central axes to main east and west entries to main seminary building;
Reinstall removed concrete paths west of the main seminary building;
Retain existing concrete paths;
Rebuild paths, when necessary, with Portland cement concrete;
Rebuild paths, when necessary, at existing width and with matching control joints;
Replace social trail from parking area/tennis courts to entry road/comfort station
with universal access ramp with stable, slip resistant surface;
Consider adding a path for access to the comfort station from the playground;
Replant eroded slope adjacent to entry road between the comfort station and
playground with materials from the informal plant palette.
Trails (shown in detail)
Retain existing trail alignments, whenever possible;
Resurface trails, when necessary, with rounded aggregate;
Develop a consistent retaining wall detail, sensitive to the historic condition;
Develop a set of consistent culvert/drainage details, sensitive to the historic
condition;
Develop an erosion mitigation plan for trail system;
Continue limitation of mountain bike use on trails with severely erosive soils;
Consider developing viewpoints at historic locations by opening historic view
apertures;
Consider future improvement of non-contributing trails with details sensitive
to the historic condition.
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape

Garden Rooms: Specific Treatment Recommendations

Nun's Garden: Detail
Restore the path and plant bed along
the boundary; Enhance link to
Perimeter Trail.

Remove invasive vegetation;
Remove naturalizing whips and
seeded natives.

Site picnic tables in a more
appropriate, permanent location;
Prune existing trees to maintain
health.

Prune existing flowering shrubs to
allow recognition of individual shrubs;
Clear vegetation back to allow room
for plantings.

Nun's Garden (shown in detail)
Restore the path and plant bed along the boundary;
Remove invasive vegetation;
Remove naturalizing whips and seeded natives;
Prune existing flowering shrubs to allow recognition of individual shrubs;
Prune existing trees to maintain health;
Clear vegetation back to allow room for plantings;
Enhance link to Perimeter Trail;
Remove English ivy from trees;
Site picnic tables in a more appropriate, permanent location;
Interpret former use of the area.
Crucifix/Gravesite Area
Retain pollarded alder tree;
Maintain, through mowing or brush-cutting, the edge of the space and the forest;
Maintain ring of sword ferns encircling large stump at the center of the space;
Consider opening historic view aperture to the west;
Interpret former use of the area.

Orchard: Detail
Develop further the 30' grid of the
orchard by planting more trees
including three apple trees with open
bowl, low-headed habit. Propagate
replacement trees from existing trees.

Replace dead historic apple trees in
kind: grind stumps and replace soil
before re-planting in same location.

Stabilize orchard trees through pruning
of suckers, crossing branches and removal
of dead limbs.

Remove overstorey surrounding
orchard, clearing vegetation back 30'
from trunks of existing apple trees.

The Grotto
Rehabilitate grotto structure by re-tuckpointing to repair cobble veneer;
Enhance bilateral symmetry of planting beds, walls and paths with symmetrical plantings;
Remove hydrangea and replace with matching evergreen shrubs at front of grotto structure;
Remove recently constructed redwood retaining structures and replace with dry laid stone
retaining walls to match historic detail;
Remove recently installed modular paving units and replace with brick paving to match
historic basketweave detail;
Remove sarcococca, daylilies, and euonymous from planting beds and replace with historically
appropriate varieties including huckleberry, sword fern, heather, or iris;
Remove sour cherry trees and madrona from west side of grotto planting beds to better
differentiate opening of lower grotto area and prevent structural damage caused by root growth;
Replace arborvitae at fence in-kind;
Relocate storage shed further set back from lawn area;
Paint storage shed dark brown;
Delineate access trails at the edge of the lawn leading to grotto structure;
Consider opening historic view aperture (150' wide) to restore view to lake through
selective thinning of forest;
Consider thinning of forest surrounding grotto area to provided more light for vegetation;
Interpret former use of the area.
The Orchard (shown in detail)
Preserve open space of the orchard;
Stabilize orchard trees through pruning of suckers, crossing branches and removal of dead limbs;
Replace dead historic apple trees in kind: grind stumps and replace soil before re-planting
in same location;
Develop further the 30' grid of the orchard by planting more trees including three apple trees
with open bowl, low-headed habit. Propagate replacement trees from existing trees;
Remove overstorey surrounding orchard, clearing vegetation back 30' from trunks of existing
apple trees;
Interpret former use of the area.
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape

Garden Rooms: Specific Treatment Recommendations

Upper Grotto: Detail
Consider thinning of forest
surrounding grotto area to provided
more light for vegetation.

Delineate access trails at the edge
of the lawn leading to grotto
structure.

Remove sour cherry trees and
madrona from west side of grotto
planting beds to better differentiate
opening of lower grotto area and
prevent structural damage caused
by root growth.

Relocate storage shed further set back
from lawn area; Paint storage shed
dark brown.

Nun's Garden
Restore the path and plant bed along the boundary;
Remove invasive vegetation;
Remove naturalizing whips and seeded natives;
Prune existing flowering shrubs to allow recognition of individual shrubs;
Prune existing trees to maintain health;
Clear vegetation back to allow room for plantings;
Enhance link to Perimeter Trail;
Remove English ivy from trees;
Site picnic tables in a more appropriate, permanent location;
Interpret former use of the area.
Crucifix/Gravesite Area
Retain pollarded alder tree;
Maintain, through mowing or brush-cutting, the edge of the space and the forest;
Maintain ring of sword ferns encircling large stump at the center of the space;
Consider opening historic view aperture to the west;
Interpret former use of the area.

Lower Grotto: Detail
Remove recently constructed redwood retaining structures and replace
with dry laid stone retaining walls to
match historic detail.

Enhance bilateral symmetry of
planting beds, walls and paths with
symmetrical plantings; Remove
hydrangea and replace with
matching evergreen shrubs at
front of grotto structure.

Rehabilitate grotto structure by retuckpointing to repair cobble veneer;
Remove recently installed modular
paving units and replace with brick
paving to match historic basketweave
detail.

Replace arborvitae at fence in-kind;
Remove sarcococca, daylilies, and
euonymous from planting beds and
replace with historically appropriate
varieties including huckleberry, sword fern,
heather, or iris.

The Grotto (shown in detail)
Rehabilitate grotto structure by re-tuckpointing to repair cobble veneer;
Enhance bilateral symmetry of planting beds, walls and paths with symmetrical plantings;
Remove hydrangea and replace with matching evergreen shrubs at front of grotto structure;
Remove recently constructed redwood retaining structures and replace with dry laid stone
retaining walls to match historic detail;
Remove recently installed modular paving units and replace with brick paving to match
historic basketweave detail;
Remove sarcococca, daylilies, and euonymous from planting beds and replace with historically
appropriate varieties including huckleberry, sword fern, heather, or iris;
Remove sour cherry trees and madrona from west side of grotto planting beds to better
differentiate opening of lower grotto area and prevent structural damage caused by root growth;
Replace arborvitae at fence in-kind;
Relocate storage shed further set back from lawn area;
Paint storage shed dark brown;
Delineate access trails at the edge of the lawn leading to grotto structure;
Consider opening historic view aperture (150' wide) to restore view to lake through
selective thinning of forest;
Consider thinning of forest surrounding grotto area to provided more light for vegetation;
Interpret former use of the area.
The Orchard
Preserve open space of the orchard;
Stabilize orchard trees through pruning of suckers, crossing branches and removal of dead limbs;
Replace dead historic apple trees in kind: grind stumps and replace soil before re-planting
in same location;
Develop further the 30' grid of the orchard by planting more trees including three apple trees
with open bowl, low-headed habit. Propagate replacement trees from existing trees;
Remove overstorey surrounding orchard, clearing vegetation back 30' from trunks of existing
apple trees;
Interpret former use of the area.
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape

Recreational Spaces: Specific Treatment Recommendations

Great Lawn Area: Detail
Maintain passive recreational
opportunities in open space;
Continue use of lawn area for
seasonal events including
temporary stage and other large
group events.

Remove baseball backstop;
Restore grass where damaged
by baseball activities.

Provide more appropriate seating
areas through development of
compatible small scale feature
(furnishings) guidelines at the
lawn's edge.

Remove non-secured picnic tables
from lawn area.

Great Lawn Area (shown in detail)
Maintain passive recreational opportunities in open space;
Continue use of lawn area for seasonal events including temporary stage and
other large group events;
Remove baseball backstop;
Restore grass where damaged by baseball activities;
Provide more appropriate seating areas through development of compatible
small scale feature (furnishings) guidelines at the lawn's edge;
Remove non-secured picnic tables from lawn area.
Sports Field (shown in detail)
Continue focus of field for active recreation;
Preserve slope on east side of sports field, remove volunteer plants and
restore a grass slope for spectator seating;
Maintain south end of sports field to prevent encroachment of native forest;
Provide more seating options under trees at west side of sports field;
Clear drainage swale at east and south perimeter of fields to preserve ditch
line and increase drainage;
Maintain drainage swale vegetation as mowed grass, clear of woody plants.

Sports Field: Detail
Clear drainage swale at east and
south perimeter of fields to
preserve ditch line and increase
drainage; Preserve slope on
east side of sports field, remove
volunteer plants and restore a
grass slope for spectator seating.

Maintain south end of sports
field to prevent encroachment
of native forest.

Maintain drainage swale
vegetation as mowed grass, clear
of woody plants.

Provide more seating options
under trees at west side of sports
field.

Volleyball Court and Horseshoe Pits
Restore horseshoe pits west of volleyball court;
Maintain volleyball court with clean grass cut edge.
The Beach
Manage, through mowing or brush-cutting, volunteer vegetation around
edges of beach opening back to mature trees;
Reestablish bulkhead and jetty at waterfront using existing rock.
The Playground
Maintain naturalistic vegetation to the west of playground area;
Add plantings from informal style plant palette to more fully screen
playground area from great lawn area.
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Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape

Informal Style Plants

Vegetation: Specific Treatment Recommendations

Formal Style Plants

Entry Drive Informal Planting Beds: Detail
Develop an informal style plant
palette to manage future plantings:
including Douglas fir, western red
cedar, madrona, salal, western sword
fern, deer fern, huckleberry, and
other native plant species.

Reestablish gateway evergreen tree
at intersection of entry drive and
nun's annex access road; Maintain
informal style plantings at
intersection of entry drive and
nun's annex access road.

Reestablish informal style plantings
between entry drive and former
tennis and handball courts.

Maintain informal style plantings at
comfort station and playground area;
Maintain understorey plantings at informal
style grouping near comfort station.

Seminary Formal Planting Beds: Detail
Develop a formal style plant palette
to manage future plantings:
including columnar arborvitae,
camellia, rhododendron, and
grandiflora and multifora rose.

Enhance or replace grandiflora and
multiflora roses and camellia
at northwest side of main seminary.

Maintain evergreen shrubs at main
entry to seminary building.

Consider removing junipers and camellia
from southwest side of main seminary
building; Replace camellia with a more full
sun-tolerant species; Maintain formal
planting of columnar arborvitae at southwest side of main seminary building.

Vegetation: Informal Style
Develop an informal style plant palette to manage future plantings: including Douglas fir,
western red cedar, madrona, salal, western sword fern, deer fern, huckleberry, and other
native plant species;
Maintain, enhance, and add to informal style plantings adjacent the seminary area to frame
main seminary building;
Maintain, enhance, and add to informal style plantings adjacent to gymnasium;
Maintain and enhance informal style groupings at the great lawn perimeter;
Maintain mowed ground cover, or earthen surface beneath informal style groupings at the
great lawn perimeter;
Reestablish informal style plantings between entry drive and former tennis and handball
courts;
Reestablish gateway evergreen tree at intersection of entry drive and nun's annex access
road;
Reestablish informal style plantings on the east side of entry road at gate near comfort
station;
Maintain informal style plantings at intersection of entry drive and nun's annex access road;
Maintain informal style plantings at comfort station and playground area;
Maintain understorey plantings at informal style grouping near comfort station.
Vegetation: Formal Style
Develop a formal style plant palette to manage future plantings: including columnar
arborvitae, camellia, rhododendron, and grandiflora and multifora rose;
Consider removing junipers and camellia from southwest side of main seminary building.
Replace camellia with a more full sun-tolerant species;
Maintain formal planting of columnar arborvitae at southwest side of main seminary
building;
Maintain evergreen shrubs at main entry to seminary building;
Enhance or replace grandiflora and multiflora roses and camellia at northwest side of main
seminary;
Remove herbaceous perennial plant materials from formal style planting beds;
Remove mugo pines and heavenly bamboo from south end of swimming pool building and
replace with plant materials from formal style plant palette;
Add plant materials from formal style plant palette to formal planting beds at gymnasium,
swimming pool and nun's annex;
Remove formal hedge and wood plank retaining wall at comfort station. Replace with
graded slope planted with native ground cover from informal style plant palette;
Replant area east of comfort station, now an aggregate turn-around, with plant materials
from the informal style plant palette;
Maintain formal hedges at nun's annex access road, entry drive, and main seminary building
entrance;
Prune formal hedges to five feet in height and retain existing width.
Vegetation: Native Forest
Develop a forest management plan;
Develop a native forest plant palette to manage future restorations including species
associated with the three primary forest communities;
Investigate and mitigate erosion and compacted soil concerns along trail system, as related
to native forest vegetation health;
Manage invasive species;
Restore eroded areas with appropriate native forest plants from community palettes.
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Long Term Treatment Recommendations
In developing management strategies to guide development of the cultural landscape, long
term recommendations are necessary. Looking beyond the maintenance and preservation of
specific features, these recommendations make long-term investments in the preservation
and enhancement of the character of the cultural landscape and the traditions of the former
uses, while accommodating new growth in facilities and programs.


Relocate or remove non-historic, incompatible swimming pool building. Replace
with open lawn quad landscape at grade with existing terrace or a compatible
addition to the seminary building;



Reconstruct concrete path east of seminary, after removal of swimming pool
building;



Realign service parking area north of the swimming pool to historic condition, after
removal of swimming pool building;



Relocate or remove non-historic, incompatible playground structure to area outside
landscape circumscribed by entry drive. Appropriate locations to consider include:
in a new garden room, near the football field, or north of the gymnasium;



Create a forest management plan and implement forest management practices to
sustain a healthy, rich mixed coniferous forest with view apertures and successional
species;



Restore historic views of Lake Washington from the great lawn, by selectively
removing forest trees to create view apertures;



Add a compatible viewing dock or jetty at the waterfront beach area in the location
of the former historic dock. Interpret former use by seminarians;



Add a set of compatible interpretive panels to the core developed area to interpret
the significance and integrity of the cultural landscape and specific garden niches;



Restore the tennis and handball courts;



Limit parking on the east side of the seminary building. Develop parking facilities
near the new north loop parking area, potentially including a parking structure.
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Treatment Conclusions
The Saint Edward Seminary Cultural Landscape retains a high level of integrity. These
treatment guidelines and recommendations seek to retain and enhance those characteristics
and features that evoke the period of significance. These recommendations will assist in the
decision making with regard to current and future park management. They seek to mitigate
negative impacts to the landscape while facilitating physical and programmatic growth.
Though transitions to new developments and uses of the landscape will require change, it is
clear that the practices of the seminarians and the philosophies of Washington State Parks
complement one another, and that avoiding negative impacts on the cultural landscape will
preserve the heritage of the place, conserve its natural resources, and interpret the stories
embodied in the landscape for future generations.
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